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RECOMMENDATIONS.

Cobourg, 22d April, 1850.

Sir,—Having, at your special request glanced over your
Rhetorical Catechism, I am disposed to entertain, in relation

to the work, a very favourable opinion.

Simplicity, clearness, and comprehensiveness of definition

and arrangement, appear to be its distinguishing character-

istics. As an elementary text book, I doubt not, therefore,

but that it will be found exceedingly useful to schools, and
to private learners in particular.

Having been, for about six years, Professor of Rhetoric and
Belles Lettres (as well as Principal) in Victoria College, I

feel a pleasure in giving my influence to aid a work which
is designed to promote the interests of that much neglected

department of study.

In the noble undertaking to render attractive, to the youth

of our Country, the rather dry, but highly important study oi

Rhetoric I wish you every success.

I am, Sir, yours truly,

A. MACNAB-
Rev. Mr. Hutchinson, )

Relleville. 5

Belleville, 16th. May, 1850.

I have much pleasure in concurring with the testimonial

of the Reverend Alexander MacNab, in relation to the mer-

its of this interesting publication.

EDMUND MURNEY.

After having had the pleasure of examining the Rev. Mr.

Hutchinson's Rhetorical Catechism, I most heaitily concur

with the above recommendation of the Rev. Dr. MacNab.
ROBERT M. ROV,

Late Supt. of Education of the Town of Belleville.



TO THE PUBLIC

.

In introducing my "Rhetorical Catechism" lo you my
fellow subjects in Canada, I most earnestly desire

your influence in favor of its general circulation. And
in presenting the work before you, I cannot even apol-

ogise in view of a doubt's existing in the mind of any
enlightened person with regard to the usefulness and
importance of such a publication. As many are aware,

its object is to instruct all classes of her Majesty's sub-

jects in this Province in the rules and exercises of pub-
lic speaking and English composition ; and as we live

in an age of light, of knowledge, and of refinement, you
must all be convinced of the importance of lessons of

instruction being published on the subject.

This department of knowledge has too long been
neglected in this Province, and it is a matter of deep
regret that instructions upon the art have hitherto been
limited to our colleges and higher institutions of learn-!-

ing, and yet no study is more intimately connected with

public life, public manners and refinement, than the

most valuable and interesting study cf Pwhetoric.

It is true there are a few Pihetorics to be obtained

in dj^erent sections of the Province, but they are so

few in number and so rearly found as to most imperious^

ly demand the present publication. I am convinced
therefore, that the instructors of our youth have hitherto

labored under considerable disadvantage in not having
a sufficient number of text books to put into the hands
of those who are beginnmg to study the rules ol com-
position, and in addition to this, those which have been
imported from other countries are defective, at least in

this respect, that there are no exercises for practice in

connection with the rules contained in those publica-

tions, and hence the diSiculty for the teacher to give

a fair and practical knowledge of the art. By the study

of them the theory may be learned, but the practical



knouleJge can only be obtained by exercise and appli-

cation.

In the work now before yoii, I have endeavored to re-

medy this defect. To the rules on general composition, I

have carefully affixed the necessary examples for [)rac-

tice ; so that the pupil by the exercise of his own judge-

ment, may apply the rule to the example of false

Rhetoric, and by means of which, construe the sentence

so that it may appear in the style of graceful composi-

tion.

I feel a strong inclination to ho])e, that the work
will prove a very great benefit to the province ; that it

will be the means of engaging the attention ui' the rising

generation to the most useful and interesting study of

E-hetoric ; and that ll-reigners will hereafter le con-

strainto acknowledge that the people of Canada are not

indebted to them for publications on literature, but that

uiere is a sufficient enterprise in this. Province to secure

that respect and attention which an enlightened com-
munity is capable of commanding.

The utility of the present publication must alieady

be anticipated, and in order to render it more useful,

I have carefully oraited every thing in it, but what I

conceived to l)e absolutely necessary for the practical in-

struction of the student. In this publication I do not

claim originality to the fullest extent of that term, yet

upon an inspection of the work, the most superficial

observer will immediately perceive the general arrange-

ment to be my own. At present it is only necessary

to mention, that 1 have carefully consulted every texl-

iiook,of any considerable note published in the British

Empire, or the American Continent, and whenever I

found a known definition, or rule expressed in them

all, I had no hesitation in adopting it.

The work, although small in size, is a practical one,



and contains within the compass of a very few page?,

every thing essential to written coinpositioti and pulilic

speaking. Its definitions are easily remembered, and

when once committed they will not Tail to be associated

with every book the student reads, and every speaker

he may atterwanls be permitted to hear. A knowledge

of it theretore, will give him a taste for reading which

he will find to be very important in the prosecution of all

his studies. Having become acquainted with the dif-

erent lessons of this book, he will find his memory
greatly improved, he will remember what he reads more
easily than he did before ; and when engaged in the

study of an author, he will be ena!)Ied with more ease

and freedom to duly understand liis meaning. Even
in the ordinary composition of a letter, lie will find the

rules contained in this work to be very important, and
having obtained a knowledge of them, he will be enabled

to arrange his thoughts in a manner satisfactory to him-
self and much more soto the mind of his correspon-

dent.

But notonlyin ordinary composition will aknowledge
of this work !)e indispensable, the student desiring to

obtain a knowledge of the rules and graces of oiatory

will derive an unspeakable benefit from a perusal of these

pages. In this work will be found a portion for all

classes of society. To young gentlemen, especially,

who are about to engage in any one of jlie several i>ro-

fessions, the work is particularly recommended, and it

is sincerely hoped that when such persons have intelli-

gently tested its merits, they will lend their influence in

favour of its general circulation.

By a little attention to the rules and exercises contain-

ed in this book, a habit of good writing and speaking

will be formed, and to those just beginning to learn the

art of composing, each sentence in the examples i; de-



signed as a subject of composition. Thestiulent is re-

quired to correct it in writing, with \vhatever ihoughti?

the subject may naturally present to his mind, and al-

though at first he will undoubtedly, as others have done
before him, find many difficulties in his way, yet in a

short time he shall receive the atHindant reward of his

labor, in finding the exercise a benefit to himselt", and a

very great blessing to mankind in general. Those little

difficulties v/ill very soon be removed, and the whole art

will •speedily appear in its native loveliness and beauty.

It is a matter of no small gratification to find the in-

terest there is at present manifested throughout the

Province on the subject of education. At such a time
when the minds of the people are alert to this subject,

the study of Rhetoric should not be forgotten. As a fine

art, an acquaintance with it is indispensible to a lady or

a gentleman of intelligence or refinement, and therefore

the importance of the following lessons on compositiou

antl public speaking.

This work being published in our own Province, it is

most earnestly hoped, that an intelligent community
will patronize its publication ; and I am fully convinc-

ed, that it requires but little intelligence for the student to

duly appreciate the short but comprehensive study,

which, in this book, is given him to pursue. I have
designedly reduced the work to the low price of Is 6<I,

in order that it may have a general circulation, and that

persons belonging to all classes of society may be favor-

ed with a copy, so that the public may learn Irom this

fact, that it is not merely the paltry jKofits of the v.'ork 1

seek after, but the general information of the people.

Should I accomplish my ends in this point, I shall con-

sider myself well paid for my trouble and expense.
I need hardly say any thing further with regard to the

merits of the work itself, as the reader will learn by



the introductory recommendations that it has been test-

ed by those who are most able to judge of such a pub-

lication. Published as this work is under the influence

of Clergymen, Barri>ters, Solicitors, Councillors, Pro-

fessors, and the late Principal of Victoria College, lean
hardly doubt but that it will meet the general approbation

of the people. Among those who nave critically examin-

ed the work and have given their signatures in favor of

its merits are the following :

—

BeilerJlle. 27ih April, 1850.

My Dear Sir,—Haring read your Rhetorical Catechism,

I am of opinion, that it is well adapted to instruct the yoiiih-

lul mind. It accomplishes an object too much lost sight of

in all branches of tuition. It takes a great deal of labour

from the student. That such a work must prove of ^reat

utility to the teacher as well as the student, there can be no
doubt; and I trust your labours may be fully compensated
by a general use of your valuable little work.

I remain, dear Sir, vour obedient

GEO. BENJAlillX.
Kcv. D. F. Hutchinson.

Belleville, 13th April, 185<).

Sir,— I have read with much pleasure the Rhetorical

Catechism you submitted to my inspection ; and as far as I

am able to judge, my opiidon of it is highly favorable.

The subject—naturally a dry one—you have rendered
very interesting, by the excellent and simple manner i.i

which your instructions are conveyed. Your rules are short

and practical, and their application easily understood. I

have no doubt but that it wili prove a use'ful addition to our

colonial school libraries.

Unfortunately, the present success of a book, does not al-

ways depend upon its intrinsic worth
;
yet, I see no reason

to entertain a doubt as to the success of this : and I sincerely

hope, that in this instance, the opinion of the public and m}'

own, may fully coincide.

I remain, Sir, yours truly, SUSANNA MOODIE.
Rev. D. F.Hutchinson.
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Eellevillo, 13th April, 1850.
"Sir,— From the specimens you have sent me, of your

" Rhetorical Calachism", which I have perused with much
interest, I feel disposed to form a very favourable opinion
of what the v>'ork will be when completed. The definitions

and explanations are simple, and intelligible to the most or-

dinary capacity."

Yourob'tserv"t, J. W. DUNBAR MOODIE.
To Kev. D. F. Hutchinson.

Belleville, April 18th, ISoU.

We, the undersigned Clergymen, have much pleasure in

recommending the Reverend Mr. Hutchinson's ''Rhetorical

Catechism" to the public, as entirely worthy of their confi-

dence. We have carefully examined its pages, and find

his instructions both plain and comprehensive. His Lesson on
Oratory and public speaking in general, cannot fail to secure

the patronage of every intelligent man in the Province,

and we have no doubt but that the Reverend Author will

meet with the general success that his work deserves.

JOHN REYNOLDS, Bishop of M. E. Church.
WILLIAM GREGG A. M., Minister of the Presbyterian

Free Church, and Superintendant of Education.

JOHN GEJILEY, Wesleyan Minister.

S. L. CHURCH, Pastor of M. E. Church of Belleville.

D. MURPHY, Clergyman of the Protest. Episcopal Church

In oonchii^ion I desire to exj<ress my thanks to nny

friends in Belleville and in Cobourg, for the very liberal

manner in which they have sustained the present pub-

lication, and lo the Editors of the Cobourg Star, the

Port Hope Watchman, the Toronto Patriot, Belleville

Intelligencer, Christian Advocate, and the Orange Lily,

for the very kind manner in which they have recom-
mended this little work to the public. Hojjing that it will

prove a very great benefit to the Province, 1 have the hon-

or, fellow subject?, lo submit it to your consideration.

D. FALLOON HUTCHINSON.
Belleville, 14th May, 1850.



RHETORICAL CATECHISM.

Lesson I.

1.—What is Language 1

Language is the art of comnnunicating thought or the

deas of our minds, by certain articulate sounds.

2.—How is Language to be regarded ?

As spoi^en and written.

3.—What is spoken language ?

It is a representation of our ideas.

4.—What is written language 1

It is a symbol of spoken language.

5.—How does nature teach all men to express their

thoughts ?

Nature teaches all men to express their thoughts by

cries of passion, accompanied by such motions and

gestures, as are further expressive of their ideas,

6.—What do Grammaiians call these exclamations ?

Interjections.

7.—From what did the invention of words arise ]

It arose from the imitation of the nature or quality of

the oi:)ject, by thesound of the name which the object

received.

8.—Give an example?

When one sort of wind is said to whistle and another

to roar
j when a serpent is said to hiss ; and a fly to
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buzz; and falling timber to crash; when a streams*

said to flow ; and hail to rattle ; the resemblance be-

tween the word and the thing signified, is plainly dis*

cernable.

Lesson II.

The Progress of Language.

1.—In the order in which words are arranged, is there

any difference between ancient and modern tongues?

There is.

2.—What will a knowledge of this difFerence serve

to unfold 1

It will serve to unfold the genius of language, and

also to show the causes of those alterations it has under-

gone in the progress of society.

3.—To conceive distinctly the nature of this alter-

ation, what must we do ?

We must go back to the earliest period of language.

4,—-Supposing a Savage unacquainted with language

desires another person to give him some fruit, how would

he express hinii^lf ^

By pointing eager?/ at the object and Hltei;ing at the

same time a passionate c'J-

5.—Supposing him to hav?* acquired a knowledge of

words, what word would he be mP^^ '''^ely to name ?

The name of the object desired. iV/* would not ex-

nresa himself according to our order of ^construction
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*' give me f7Uit," but according to the Latin order Fruit

give me , ^^Frudum da mihiy

6.—Wliy would he express himself according to

this order ?

Because his attention was wholly directed toward

fruit, the ohject desired.

7.—What was the ancient order of sentences?

They began first with the^object, and ended with the

speaker and his action.

8.— Give mean example from Cicero
;

" Tantum mansuetuilinem, tarn inusitatam mauiUtamqiie

clementiam. tantumque in summa potestate rerum oniuiuin

rnodum, tacitus nnllo mode praeterire possum."

9.—How would an English writer express himself?

He would first present to us the person that speafes,

next the action, and lastly the object.

Lesson III.

Origin of W/itten Language.

1 .—Is writing an improvement upon speech ?

It is.

2.— la it to be regarded as posterior to it ?

It is.

3.—What were the first attempts towards writing !

Pictures, or representations of the objects described.

4.—What were these characters called ?

Hieroglyphics.

''>•—From Hieroglyphics to what did certain nations

advance ?



To simple arbitrary marks, which stood for objects.

6.—Who brought letters first into Greece ?

Cadmus the Phenician who according to Sir Isaac

Newton's' Chroeology, was contemporary with King

David.

7.—Of how many letters did his Alphabet consist /

Of sixteen.

S.—Upon what was writing first exhibited ?

On pillars and tables of stone, and afterwards on plates

of the softer metals.

9.-T—Recite a reference to this in the book of Job :

f' Oh that my words were now written ; Oh that they

were printed in a book ; that they were graven with an

iron pen and lead intherock for ever.—Job 19, 23, 24."

Lesson IV.

Of Taste.

1.—What is iaste 1

Taste is the power of receiving pleasure or pain froiTi

the beauties or deformities of nature or art.

2.—Is taste common to all men 1

In some degree it is.

3.—What may be said to please the Philosopher the

child and the peasant ?

Whatever is orderly, proportioned, grand, harmonious,

newy or sprightly.

4'.—How do the rudiments of taste appear in child-

ren?
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In their fondness for pictures and" statutes and all

regular bodies.

:").—How in Savages ?

In their ornaments of dress, their war and their death

songs, their harangues and their orators.

6.—Is taste, however, possessed in different degrees ?

It is. Its feeble glimmerings appear only in some,

while in others, it rises to an acute discernment, and

a lively enjoyment of the most refined beauties.

7.—To what is this inequality of taste to be ascribed ?

To the different frame of our riature, to nicer organs,

and finer internal povA'ers, with which one man is en-

dowed beyond another ; but still more to education and a

higher culture of those talents which belong only to the

ornamental part of life.

8.— Is taste an improvable faculty ?

It is. It becomes refined by education.

9.—How may we be convinced of this ?

In the immense superiority of civilized, above bar-

barous nations ; and also of those who have studied the

liberal arts, above the rude and illiterate vulgar.

10.—What is the great scourse of improvement in

taste ?

Exercise.

11.—What operates towards the refinement of taste ?

Attention to the most approved models, study of the

best authors, and comparisons of the lower and higher

degrees of the same beauties.
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12.—What have an extensive influence on the oper-

ations and decisions of taste ?

Eeason and good sense.

13.—Of what is a thorough good laste compounded 1

Of natural sensibility to beauty, and of innproved un-

derstanding.

H.—What are the constituents of taste 1

Delicacy and correctness.

15.— Is taste an arbitrary principle subject to every

ones fancy 1

It is not. Its foundation is the same in every human

mind.

16.—What is found by experience ?

That there are beauties which if displayed in a proper

light have power to command lasting obligation.

Xiesson V^

Criticism and the pleasures of Taste.

1.—What is true crliicism ?

It is the application of taste and good sense, to the

several fine arts.

2.—What is its design ?

To distinguish what is beautiful, from what is faulty,

in every performance.

3.—Upon what is it founded ?

It is founded entirely on experience.

4.—What is genius ?
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It is that talent or aptitude which we receive from

nature in order to excel in any one ihing whatever.

5.—How may Genius be improved 1

By art and study.

6.— Is a universal Genius, or one who is equally

inclined towards the several professions and arts, likely

to excel in any 1

He is not,

7.—Who are highly interested in this remark ?

Young persons ; since it may teach them to examine

with care, and to pursue with ardor, that path which

nature has marked out for their peculiar exertions.

8.—In investigating the pleasures of taste, what may
fir3t be considered 1

The pleasures which arise from sublimity or grandeur.

9._Why ?

Because they are more distinctly maiked, than any

other pleasure of the imagination.

10.—How may the simplest form of external grandeur
be seen ?

In the vast and boundless prospect presented to us by

nature ; such as widely extended plains of which the

eye can find no limits: the firmament of heaven, or the

boundless expance of (he Ocean.

11.—AVhat do you call an object when you remove

from it all bounds ]

Sublime.

12.—Do solemn and awful ideas assist the sublime ?

They do.
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13.—^Does darkness add to sublimity 1

It does.

14;.—Give an example from Milton :

"How oft amid
Thick clouds and dark does heavens all ruling Sire

Choose to reside, his glory unobscured
;

And with the majesty of darkness round
Circles his throne."

15.—What is there sublime in this 1

The darkness of the clouds ; and the obscurity of (he

Being who is said " to encircle his throne" with the

majesty of darkness.

16.—Is then obscurity favorable to the sublime ?

It is.

IT.—Do all ideas of supernatural beings carry with

tliem sublimity?

They do.

18.—From what does their sublimity arise 1

From the ideas which they always convey of superior

power and might, connected with awful obscurity.

19.—Is irregularity favorable to the sublime?

it is. A great mass of rocks thrown together by the

hand of nature, with wildness and confusion, strikes the

mind with more grandeur, then if they had been adjusted

with the most accurate symetry.

20.—What is moral sublimity ?

It is that which comes undtr the names of magnan-

imity or herois.Ti.

21.—Give an example :

Whenever in some critical or dangerous situation, Ave
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behold a man uncommonly intrepid, resting solely upon

himself, superior lo passion and to fear, animated by

some great principle, to contempt of popular opinion, of

selfish interest, of dangers or of death ; we are there

struck with the sense ot the sublime.

22.—Is terror essentially necessary to the sublime ?

It is not.

Lesson VI.

Of Sublimity in Writing.

1.—In what must the foundation of tiie s-ub.up.e u:

composition be laid ?

In the nature of the object described.

2.— What authors are most sublime 1

The ancient authors.

3.—Why are ancient authors more sublime than

modern ones?

Because the genius of men was then more turned to

admiration and aslonishm.ent.

4.—What writings afford the highest instanc*!'- '-f''^?

sublime?

The Holy Scriptures.

5.—Recite an assemblage of awful and sublime idea^

recorded in the eighteenth Psalm
;

" In ray distress I called upon the Lord; he heard my
voice out of his tennple, and my cry came before him,

—
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Then the earth shook and trembled ; the foundations also of

the hills were moved ; bacause he was wroth. He bowed
the heavens and came down, and darkness was under his

feet ; and he did ride tipon a Cherub, and did fly
;
yea, he

did fiy upon the wings of the wii.d. He made darkness his

secret place ; his pavillion round about him were dark waters

and thick clouds of the sky."

6.—What is there sublime in this ?

The trembling and shaking of the earth ; the moving

of the foundations of the hills ; God's bowing the hea-

vens and coming down ; darkness being under his feet

;

He, riding on a Cherub and flying upon the wings of

the wind ; He making darkness his secret place ; and

having round about him dark vyalers and thick clouils

of the sky; all add to the sublimity of the des^iription.

7.—Give another example of sublimity in writing,

from the Prophet Habakkuk
;

" He stood and measured the earth ; and beheld and drove
assunder the nations. The everlasting mountains were scat-

tered ; the perpetual hills did bow ; his ways are everlasting.

The mountains saw thee and they trembled. The overflow-

ing of the water passed by. The deep uttered bis voice,

and lifted up his hands on high."

8.—Who has been admired in all ages for sublimity

in writing ?

Homer.

9.—To what is he indebted for much of his gran-

deur ?

To his unaffected simplicity.

10.—Give an example
;

In the twentieth book of his Illiad, all the Gods are
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represented as taking part in the engagement between

the Grecians and the Trogans. He says :

—

''AH nature appears in commotion. Jupiter thunders ia

the heavens. Neptune strikes the earth with his trident : the

shi))S, the city, and the mountains shake, the earth trembles

to its centre ; Plato starts from his throne, fearing, least the

secrets of the infernal regions should be laid open to the

view of mortals."

11.—What must be regarded as essential to sublime

writing ?

Conciseness and simplicity.

12.—To what is conciseness opposed ?

To superfluous expressions.

13.—To what is simplicity opposed 1

To studied and profuse ornament.

14.—What beside simplicity and conciseness is ne-

cessary to sublime writing ]

Strength.

15.—What is strength ?

A judicious choice of circumstances in the descrip-

tion, as will exhil)it the sense to the best advantage.

16.—What two faults are opposite the sublime?

The frigid and ihe bombast.

17.—In what does ihe frigid consist ?

In degrading an object which is sublime in itself, by

our weak conceptions of it.

18.—In what does the bombast cons\stl

In forcing an ordinary or trivial object out of its rank,

and endeavouring to laise it into the sublime.



Lesson VII.

Beauty and other pleasures of Taste-

1.—What next to sublimity affords the highest plen-

sure'to the imagination t

Beauty.

2.—How is the emotion which it raises distinguish-

able from that of sublimity 1

It is of a calmer kind ; more gentle and soothing; it

does not elevate the mind so much, l)ut produces an

ogreeable serenity. The pleasures arising from it, admits

also of longer continuance.

3.—What has been insisted upon, as its fundamental

quality 1

Uniformity amidst variety.

4.—What affords the simplest instance of beauty ?

Colour.

5.— Wiiat furnishes another source of beauty ?

Motion.

6.—What kind of motion belongs only to the beauti'.'

fill '?
.

Gentle motion.

7.— What kind of beauty is more complete than any
we have yet considered ?

The beauty of the human countenance.
8.—what does it include ?

The Beauty of colour arising from the delicate shades

of complication ; and the beauty of figure, arising from
the lines which form the different features of the face.

9.— W^iat has been mentioned by Addison, by Karnes
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and by every writer on the subject, as a species of

beauty ?

Novelty.

10.—What beside novelty is a scourse ofpleasure ?

Imitation.

11.—To what does this give rise 1

To what are termed the secondary pleasures ol

the imagination.

12.—What also belongs to taste 1

The pleasures of melody and harmony.

Lesson VIII.

Style.

1.—What is style?

It is the peculiar manner in which a man expresses

his thoughts by words. It is a picture of the ideas in

hia mind and of the order in which they there exist.

2.—Under how many heads may the qualities of a

good style be ranged ?

Under two heads
;
perspicuity and ornament.

3.—To what does perspicuity require attention I

First, to words and phrases, and then to the construc-

tion of sentences.

4.—When considered with respect to words and

phrases, how many qualities does it require ?

Three, purity, propriety, and precis^ion.

5.—What is jyztnYy of language ?

Purity is the use of such words, an constructions, as
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belong to the idiom of a particular language, in opposition

to words and phrases, taken from foreign languages.

6.—What is propriety 1

Propriety is the choice of such worda as the beet and

most established usage has appropriated to those ideas

which we intend to express by them.

7.—Can style be pure and yet not be proper 1

It can.

S.— Can it be proper without being pure ?

It cannot.

9.—What is precision ?

Its exact meaning may be learnt from the etymology

of the word. It is derived from the Latin precedere, to

cut off, and signifies retrenching all superfluities, and

])runing the expression in such a manner, as to exhibit

neither more nor less than the idea, intended to be con-

veyed.

lO.—In how many respects may words be faulty ?

In three respects. They may either express more
than the author means, or less than the author means,
or what the author means, though not completely.

11.—What is opposed to these three faults ?

Precision.

12.—What is the great source of a loose style ?

The injudicious choice of words called synonomous.

Ijesson IX:

On the Nature of Sentences and Periods.

, 1 .—What is a Sentence ?
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A sentence is an assemblage of words making com-

plete sense, and always containing a nominative and a

verl).

2.—How are sentences distinguished ?

As simple and compound.

3.—What is a simple sentence ?

It is a sentence which contains but one affirmation

or negation, as, I love God.

4.—What is a compound sentence ?

It is the union of two or more simple ones, as, " Dis-

appointments sink the heart of man, butihe renewal of

hope gives consolation."

:"3.—What does a sentence or period denote 1

It denotes the quality of words or members compre-

hended between two full points, in writing or printing,

and conveying complete sense, independent of the words

that either precede or follow them.

6.—Of what may a sentence or period consist?

Of subdivisions, clauses or members, which are com-

monly separated from one another, by commas, semi-

colens, and colons.

7.— When the sentence consists of two members, one

dej)ending on the other, by wliat should they be separ-

ated.

By a comma : thus, " If Julias Caeser had employed

as much policy and cruelty as Augustus, he might have

prevented the conspiracy formed against his life."

8.—Should the sentence consist of three members, by

what should they be separated 1
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By semicolons : thus, " IfJulias Csesar had emplayeu

as much policy and cruelty as Augustus ; if he had pro-

scribed'every suspicious person under his government

;

he might have prevented the conspiracy formed against

his life."

9.—Should a sentence consist of four members, by

what should they be separated 1

By semicolons.

10.— Which kind of sentence imports liveliness and

energy to style ?

Short sentences. They being simple and perspicuous;

and conveying ideas which are lively, forcible and dig-

nined.

Lesson X.

Structure of Sentences.'

1.—What are the properties most essential to a per-

fect sentence ?

Clearness, Unity, Strength, and Harmony.

2.—What is opposed to clearness ?

Ambiguity.

3.—What ought carefully to be avoided in all written

(Gomposition 1

Whatever leaves the mind in any sort of suspense

as to the meaning.

4<.—Repeat the general rule for the correct arrange-

ment of a sentence
j
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That words or members most nearly related, should

be placed as near to each other as possible, that their

amitual relation may clearly appear.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

Hence, the imjjpssibility appears, that an undertaking

managed so, should prove successful.

May we not here say with the poet, that '' virtue is

its own rewarder."

The works of art recei/e a great advantagfe from

the resemblance which they have to those of nature
;

because here the similitude is not only pleasant, but the

pattern is perfect.

Sixtus the fourth was if I mistake not, a great collec-

tor of books at least.

If Louis the XIV, v/as not the greatest king, he was
the best actor of majesty, at least, that ever filled a

throne.

By greatness I do not only mean the bulk of any
slngle object, but the largeness of a whole view.

I was engaged iormerly in that business, but I never

shall be again concerned in it.

We do things frequently, which we repent of, after-

wards.

5.—Great attention is requisite to a proper disposal

c.f the relative pronouns, who, which, what, and ivhose
;

where should they be placed?

As near as possible to the antecedent.
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EXAMPLES FOR PEACTICE.

He laboured to involve his miaister in ruin, who had
been the author of it.

It k true vvh«t he says, but it is not applicable to iJie

point.

Anthony and Thomas are now in England, who
signed the charter.

(''—What is the second quality of a well arranged

sentence 1

Unityi The very nature of a sentence implies one

proposition to be expressed. It may consist of parts

but these parts must be so closely bound together as

to make an impression ofone object only upon the mind.

7.—Repeat the first rule for preserving the unity of a

sentence.

During the course of the subject, change it as little

lxaaiples for practice.

A slicrt time alter this injury, he came to himself;

and the next day, they put him on board a ship, which

conveyed him first to Corinth, and thence to the island

of Egina,

By eagerness of temper, and precipitancy of indulg-

ence, men forfeit all the advantages which patience

v/ould have procured ; and, by this means, the opposite

evils are incurred to their full extent.

After we came to anchor, they put me on shore,
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ivher.3 1 was welcomed by all my friends, who received

ine with the greatest kindness.

S.—Repeat rule second for preserving the unity of a

sentance ?

Never crowd into one sentence, ideas which have so

little connection, that they might well be divided into

two, or more sentences.

EXAi\[?LES FOR PF.ACTICE.

The notions ofLord Sunderland were always gooi!.

but he was a man ofgreat expense.

In this uneasy state, both of public and private life,

Cicero was oppressed by a new and deep affliction, the

death of his beloved daughter, Tullia, which happened
soon after her divorse from Dolabella, whose manners
and humors were entirely disagreeable to her.

The sun approaching, melts the snow, and breaivs

the icy fetters of the main, where vast sea monster.-^

pierce through floating islands, with arms Avhich can
withstand crj-stal rocks ; whilst others, that of themselver;

seem great as islands, are by their bulk alone, armed
against ail but man whose superiority over creatures 'nf

such stupendious size and force, should make him mind-
ful of his privilege of reason ; and force him humbly tr»

adore the great Composer of these wondrous frames,

and the Author of his own superior wisdom.

Boast not thyself of tc-morrow ; thou knowcst not

what a day may bring forth : and, for the sanne rca-
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son, despair not of lo-nnorrow; for it may bring forth

good as well as evil ; which is a ground for not vexing
thyself with imaginary fears ; for the impending black

cloud, which is regarded with so much dread, may pass

by harmless ; or though it should discharge the storm,

yet before it breaks, thou mayest be loJged in that low-
ly mansion which no storms ever touch.

9.—Repeat rule third for preserving the unity of a

sentence.

Keep clear of unnecessary parenthesis in the middle

of it.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

Never delay till to-morrow, (for to-morrow is not

yours, and though you should live to enjoy it, you must
not over-load it with a burden not its own) what reason

and conscience tell you ought to be performed to-tlay.

It would be equally vain to attempt to make some of

these vegetable forms change their places (with impuni-
ty as it would be to make the experiment of removing
the finny inhabitants of the Ocean from their native ele-

ment in order to make them live in comfort among the

feathery tenants of the grove.

10.—Recite rule fourth, for preserving the unify of

a sentence.

Bring it to a full and perfect close.
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EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

Some plants are formed to spring up into luxurience

beneath the scorching raj-s of a tropical siin ; some are

so constituted as to vegetate beneath the snow, and to

withstand the severity of a polar winter ; some are made
to deck the valley with their variegated beauties ; and
some are formed to "blush unseen, and waste theic

sweetness on the desert air," amidst Alpine solitudes :

but there is not one of these numerous plants which has

not its particular place assigned to it.

The first could not end his learned treatise without

a panegyric of modern learning in comparison of the

ancient ; and the other falls so gr.)ssly into the censure

of the old poetry, and preference of the new, that I

could not read either of these strains without some indig-

nation ; which no quality among men is so apt to raise

in me as self-sufficiency.

Lesson XI.

1.—What is the third quality of a correct sentence ?

Strength.

2.—What is meant by strength 1

Sucii a disposition of the several words and members
as will exhibit the sense to the best advantage ; as will

render the impression which the period is intended to

make, most full and complete, and give every word and

every member its due weight and lorce.

3.
—

"What are necessary to this ?
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Perspicuity and unity.

4'.—E-epeat rule Grst for promoting the strength of a

sentence ?

Take from it all redundant words.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

It is six mcnihs ago since I paid a visit to my rela-

tion?.

Suspend your censure so long, till your judgement on
the subject can be wisely formed.

The reason wliy he acted in the m.anner he did, was
not fully explained.

If I were to give a reason for their looking so well, it

would be because they rise early.

If I mistake not, I think he is improved, both in know-
ledge and behaviour.

I have here supposed that the reader is acquainted

with that great modern discovery, which is, at present,

universally acknowledged by all the inquirers info na-

tural philosophy.

5.—Repeat rule second for promoting the strength

of a sentence.

Pay particular attention to copulatives, relatives, and

particles, employed for transition and connection, and

never separate a preposition from the thing which i;

ffoverns.
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EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

Though virtue borrows no assistance from, yet it may
often be accompanied by the advantages of fortune.

1 cannot be happy from, for I take great pleasure in

the society of iny friends.

' 6.—How sh'ould the' relatives, who and which, be

employed ?
'^

Who, should represent persons and animals personi-

fied 5 and which, brute animals and inanimate things.

EXAxAIPLES FOR PRACTICE.

This is the horse whom my father imported. Those
are the birds '.vfiom we call gregarious.

He has two brothers, one of which I am acquainted

with.

What was that creature whom Job called Leviathanr*

Those which desire to be safe, should be careful to

do what is right.

7.—When may which be applied to persons 1

When we wish lo distinguish one person from two,

or a particular person among a number of others.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

Who of therg is he ?

Who of liiem is John ?

Who of them belongs to David ?

8.— Repeat the general rule lor the use of the relative,

that.
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The relative "that," may be applied either to persons

or to things, and in the following cases, should be used

instead of u7io or which: 1. After an adjective of the

superlative degree. 2. After the adjective same. 3.

After the antecedent who. 4. After a joint reference to

persons and things. 5. After an unlimited antecedent.

G. After an antecedent introduced by t^ie expletive iL

7. And when representing infant children, as its ante-

cedent.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

1. He was the fird who entered.

1. He was the drollest fellow whom I ever saw.

2. This is the same man whom we saw before.

3. Who is she who comes clothed in a robe of green 1

4. The wife a.nd fortune whom he gained, did not aid

hinu

5. Jfew. 2^7io are avaricious, never have enough.

5. Jill which I have, is thme.

6. Was it thou, or the wind, w/io shut the door ?

6. It was not I who shut it.

7. The babe who was in the cradle appeared to be

healthy.

7. The child whom we have just seen.

8. The little child which was placed in the midst.

9. What rule can you give for the repetition of the

same relative ?

When several relative clauses follow one another, and
have a similar dependence in respect to the antecedent,

the same pronoun must be employed in each.
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EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

He is a man ihat knovvs what belongs to good man-
ners, and 267io will not do a<lislionoral)Ie act.

Tlie friend ivho was here, and that entertained us so

much, will never be able to visit us again.

The curiosities which lie lias brought home, and ihat

we shall have the pleasure of seeing, arc said to be very

rare.

" Oh ! thou who art, and ihat wast, and which art to

come !"

*' And they v^fhall spread thena before the sun, and the

moon, and all the host of heaven, who?n they have loved

and which they have served, and after which they have
walked, and ihat they have sought, and which they have
worshiped."—Jer. 8, 2.

10.—Repeat rule third for promoting the strength of

a sentence?

Dispose of the principal word, or words, that they

may make a strong impression upon the mind.

1 1 .—What ought first to be studied 1

Perspicuity.

12.—Where should the most important words be

placed 1

At the beginning of the sentence ; although, sometimes,

when we wish to give weight to it, it is of advantage to

suspend the meaning a little, and then to bring it out fully

at the close.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

I have considered the subject with a good deal of at-
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tention, upon which I was desired to communicate my
thoughts.

Whether a choice altogether unexceptionable has, in

any country, been made, scK^s doubtful.

Virgil, who has oast the ! whole system of Platonic

philosophy, so far as it relates to the soul of man, into

beautiful allegories, in the sixth book of his Eneid, gives

us the punishment, &c.

13.—Ptepeat rule fourth for* promoting the strength

of a sentence.

A weaker assertion should never follow a stronger

one ; and when the sentence consists of two members,

the shorter and simpler should be placed first.

EXAMPLES FOE PRACTICE.

Charity breaths longsuffiering to enemies, courtesy to

strangers, and habitual kindness^tovvards fiicnds.

Gentlene?:s ought to diffuse itself over our whole be-

haviour, to form our address, and regulate our speech.

The propensity to look iorward into life is too often

greatly abused, and immoderately indulged,

The regular tenor, of a virtuous and jjious life, will

prove the best preparation for immortality, for old age,

and death.

These rules are intended to teach young persons to

write with propriety, elegance, and perspicuity.

Sinful pleasures blast the opening prospects of human
felicity, and degrade human honor.
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14'.—E.epeat rule fifth for promoting the strength of a

sentence.

Avoid concluding it with an adverb, a preposition, or

any inconsiderable word, unless it be emphatic.

EXAMPLES FOR PSACTICE.

Generosity is a showy virtue, which many pt^iiont,

are very fond of.

These arguments were without hesitation, and with

great eagerness laid hold of.

It is proper to be long in deliberating ; but we should

speedily execute.

Form your measures with prudence ; but all anxiety

about the issue divest yourselves of.

We are struck, we know not how, with the symme-
try of any thin^ we see; and imniediately acI\no\v-

ledge the beauty of an object, without inquiring into the

particular causes and occasions of it.

With Cicero's v/ritings, tliese persons are more con-

versant, than with those ofDemosthenes, who, by many
legrees, excelled the other ; at least, as an orator.

15.—Repeat rule sixth for promoting the strength of

a sentence.

In the members ofa sentence, where two things are

compared, or contrasted with one another, where either

a resemblance or an opposition is intendeil to be express-

ed, some resemblance, in the language and conetruciion

should be preserved. For when the things correspond
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to each other, we naturally expect to find a similar cor-

respondence ir. the words.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

Homer was the greatest genius ; and Virgil was the

better artist: in the one, we must admire the man ; and,

we must admire the other in the work. Homer hurries

us with a commanding impetuosity ; and Virgil with an

attractive majesty. Homer scatters with a generous

profusion ; and Virgil with a graceful magnificence &.c.

The account is generally balanced ; for what we are

losers on the one hand, we gain on the other.

If men ofeminence are exposed to censure on tlie

one hand, they are as much liable to flattery on the

oilier. If they receive reproaches which arc not due to

them, they likewise receive praises which they do hot

deserve.

Lesson XII.

The Harmony of a Sentence.

1.—What is the fourth property of a perfect Sentence?

llarmonj-.

2.— In the harmony of periods, how many things are

to be considered 1

Two ; first, agreeable sound, or modulation in general,

without any particular expression. Next the sound so

ordered, as to become expressive of the sense.
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3.—Upon what does the beauty of a musical sentence

depend 1

Upon the choice and arrangement of words.

4.—What words are most pleasing to the ear ?

Those which are composed of smooth and liquid

sounds, in which there is a proper intermixture of vowels

and consonants, without too many harsh consonants, or

too many open vowels in succession.

5.—What words should generally end a sentence 1

Long and sonorous' words.

6.— What words are the most musical ?

Those which are not wholly composed of long or short

syllables, but of an intermixture of both : as, delight^

amuse, velociiy, celerity, beautiful, impetuosity, admira-

ble, charming.

7.—Give an instance" of a musical sentence from
Milton ?

*' We shall conduct you to a hill sid«, laborious indeed at the

first ascent ; but else so smooth, so green, so full of goodly
prospects and melodious sounds on every side, that the harp
of Orpheus was not more charming."

8.—What can you say of this sentence ?

Every thing in it conspires to render it harmonious.

The words are well chosen ; laborious, smooth, green,

goodly, melodious, charming ; and so happily arranged,

that no alteration can be made without injuring the mel-

ody.

9.—Upon what two things does the music of a sen-

tence principally depend ]
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Upon the proper distribution of the several members

of it, and the close or cadence of the whole.

10.—What kind of sentence, is always grateful to the

car 1

That which is easy to the organs of speech.

11.—Repeat the general Eiile.

As the period advances, the termination of each mem-
ber forms a pause in the pronunciation 5 and these pauses

should be so distributed, as to bear a certain musical pro-

portion to each other.

12.—Illustrate this by example.

" This discourse concerning the easiness of God's

commands, does all along suppose and acknowledge the

difficulties of the first entrance upon a religious course
;

except only in those persons who have had the happi-

ness to be trained up to religion by the easy and insen-

, slble degrees of a pious and virtuous education."

l-i.—Is this sentence harmonious ?
'

It is not.

15.—To what is this owing ?

Chiefly to this, that there is but one pause^ini it, by

vv'hich it is divided into tv»o members ; each of which is

so long, as to require a considerable stretch of breath

in pronouncing it.

16.—Illustrate it by a correct sentence.

" But God b3 thanked, man'? pride is greater than his

ignorance ; and, what he wants in knowledge, he sup-

plies by sufTiciency. When he has looked about him
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as far as he can, he concliuies there is no more to be seen,

when he is at ihe end of his line, he is at the bottom of

the ocean ; when he has shot liis best, lie is sure none

ever did, or ever can shoot better, or beyond it. His

own reason he holds to be the certain measure of truth
;

and his own knowledge, of what is possible in nature.

17.—What can be said of this sentence 1

Every thing i.i it, is at once easy to the breath, and

grateful to the ear.

IS.—Is it improper, however, (o have too many rests

or stops in a sentence ?

It is, particularly when they are placed at intervals

appearantly measured and regular.

19.—In the harmony of a sentence, what is the next

thing to be considered ?

The close or cadance of the whole, for as this is the

part most sensible to the ear, it demands the greatest

care.

20.—What iiiiportant rule can here be given
;

When we aim at dignity or elevation, the sound should

iicrease to the last; the longest members of the period,

and the fullest and most sonorous words, should be re-

served for the conclusion.

21.—Give an example 1

It fills the mind with the largest variety of ideas
;

converses with its objects at the greatest distance ; and

continues the longest in action, without being tired or

satiated with its proper enjoyments.

22,— xVre little words at the close of a sentence, as
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injurious to melody, as they are inconsistant with

strength of expression ?

They are.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

"It is a mystery which we firmly believe the truth of,

and humbly adore the depth of.

To use the divine name customarily, and without

serious consideration, is highly irreverent.

From the favourableness with which he was at first

received, great hopes of success were entertained.

They conducted themselves wilily, and ensnared us

before we had time to escape.

It belongs not to our humble and confined stationj

to censure, but to adore, submit, and trust.

Life cannot but prove vain to such persons as affect

a disrelish ofevery pleasure, which is not both new and

exquisite, measuring their enjoyments by fashion's

standard, and not by what they feel themselves ; and

thinking that if others do not admire their state, they

are miserable.

By experiencing distress, an arrogant insensibility of

temper is most effectually corrected, from the resem-

blance of our own sufferings naturally prompting us to

feel for others in their sufferings ; and if Providence has

favoured us, so as not to make us subject in our own lot

to much of this kind of discipline, we should extract im-

provement from the lot o( others that is harder ; and
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step aside sometimes from t!»e flowery and smooth paths

which it is permitted us to walk in, in order to view the

toilsome march of our fellow creatures through the

stormy desert.

Lesson XIII*

Nature of Figurative Language.

1.—^What are figures 1

They are that language which is prompted either by

the imagination or pasL-ion.

2.—How are they divided ?

Into two great classes, viz : figures of words, and

figures of thought.

3.—What are figures of words generally called 1

They are called tropes, and consist in a word's being

used to signify something diaerent from its original mean-
ing. Thus, for instance, "light ariseth to the upright in

darkness." Here the trope consists in "light and dark-

ness" not being taken literally, but substituted for com-
fort in adversity ; to which condition of life they are

supposed to bear some resemblance.

4.—In what do figures of thought consist?

They consist in the sentiment only, the words being

used in their literal sense ; as in exclamations, interroga-

tions, apostrophes, and comparisons, where, though the

words be varied, or translated from one language into

another, the same figure ia still preserved.
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'

5.—What is metonymy ?

They are tropes, founded on the several relationts

of cause and effect, container, and contained, sign, and

ihing signified.

6.—What is a melalepsis ?

It is a trope founded on the relation between the ante-

cedent and its consequent.

7.—What is a synecdoche ?

When the whole is put for a part, or a part for the

whole ; a genus for a species, or a species for a genus ;

the singular number for the plural, or the plural for the

siiigular ; in general, when any thing less, or any thing

more, is put for the precise object meant j the figure is

then termed a synecdoche.

Lesson XIV.

On Metaphors.

1.—rUpon what is a metaphor founded 1

It is founded entirely on the resemblance which one

object bears to another.

2.—Eepeat the first rule to be observed in (he conduct

of a metaphor ?

The metaphor should be suited to the nature of the

subject of which we treat : It should neither be too nu-

merouSf nor too gay, nor too elevated, for it ; we should

not attempt to force -the subject by means of them into a
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degree of elevation which is not congruous to it ; nor, on

the other hand, allow it to sink below its proper dignity.

3.—Is it important to pay attention to the choice of

objects from whence metaphors are to be drawn ?

It is.

4.—From what may we collect metaphors without

restraint ?

From nature.

5.—Of what must we be careful 1

We must be careful not to allude to any thing which

would raise in the niirtd low, mean, or disagreeable

ideas.

6.—Upon what should a metaphor be founded 1

On a resemblance, wliich is clear and striking, not far

{etched, nor difficult to be discovered.

7.—What kind of metaphors are always displeasing to

ttie ear ?

Harsh, and forced metaphors, because they perplex

the reader, and instead of illustrating the thought, render

it intricate and confused.

8.—What is carefully to be avoided ?

Metaphors borrowed from any of the sciences, espe-

cially from particular professions.

9.—Why should such metaphors be avoided ?

Because they are faulty by their obscurity.

10.—In the next place what must we not do ?

We must never jumble meiaphorical and plain lan-

guage together: never construct a period that part ot it
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for this always produces ronfiision.

1 1.—Illustrate this by exam3)le ?

"Trothalwcnt forth v/ith the stream of his people, but

they met a rock : for Fingal stoori unmoved : broken, they
rolled t)ack i'rom his side. JMor liid they roll in safety ; the

spear ot the King pursued their ilight.

12.—What is wrong ii\ this sentence.

The literal meaning is injudiciously mixed with the

metaphorical : they are at.lhevsame moment presented to

us as waves that ro/Z, and as men that may be pxirifucd

and wounded by a spear.

13.—Of what iiiiist we be rareful 1

Wft must be careful not to make two different meta-

phors meet on the same object. This is one of the

grossest abuses of this figure..

14.—What can ynu say further respeclirg meta-

phors ?

They should not he crowded together.

15.—What is tjie last nile respecting m.etaphors ?

That they should not l-e too far pursued.

16.—What is au allegory ?

It is a continued mclapher.

17.—What rules may be applied to allegories 1

The same that wee given for metaphors.

EXAMPLES FOU PRACTICE. .

18.— Change the following figurative expressions intc?

plain language 1

The sunset of life.
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The meridian of our days.

The magic hues of the clouds are pencilled by the

siin.

The winds plough the lonely lake.

The splendor of genius jlluiniaes every object upon
which it shines.

Models.

Our misfortunes soon end, and we are favored with

prosperity.

The same idea in figurative lans;W'.i,P..

The clouds of adversity soon pa*s away, and are suc-

ceeded by the sunshine of prosperity.

Plain Language.

The waters falling from the rocks, made a pleasing

noise^v/hich I distinctly heard.

Figurative Language.

I heard the voice ol the waters, as they merrily danc-

ed from rock to rock.

Plain

.

The water of the lake was without motion.

Figurative.

The waves were asleep on the bosoin of the lake.

Lesson XV.

Hyperbole.

1.—In what does a hyperbole consist ?

In magnifying an object beyond its natural bounds.

2.—Give an example of hyperbole in coiumon con-

versation "*.
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" As swift as (he wind," " as white as the snow,"

and our usual form of compliments are in general ex-

travagant hyperboles.

3.— How arc hyperboles divided ?

Into two kind^, such as are employed in description,

and such as are suggested by passion.

4-.—Which are the best 1

Those which are the result of passion.

5.—Give an example from Milton 1

'' Me miserable ! Which way shall I fly

Infinite wrath, and infinite despair ?

Which way I fly is hell ; myself am hell,

And in the lowest depth, a lower deep,

JStlii threatening to devour me, opens wide,

To which the hell I siiii'er seems a heaven."

6.—When can we bear strong hyperboles 1

When in the midst of excitement. When an earth-

quake or a storm is described, or when our imagina-

tion is carried into the midst of a battle.

7.—What is an extravagant hyperbole called ?

A bombast.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE-

8.—Represent the following expressions in a * hyper-

bole ?

The immence number of stars.

The brightness of a lighted room.

• AH the exercises for practice in this book should be cor-

rected in writing.
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The splendors of a dress, ornamented with jewels.

The affliction caused by the death of a distinguished

person.

The number of persons in a crowd f

f It will be understood that the above expressions are not

given for correction, but simply as a subject for composition.

One written sentence on each expression is sufficient for the

present purpose.

Lesson XVI.

Personification and Apostroplie.

1.—What is personification.

It is a figure of speech, hy which life and actions are

attributed to inanimate objects.

2. Give an example of this figure in ordinary con-

versation 1

When we say the earth thirsts for rain, or the fields

smile with plenty ; when ambition is said to be restless,

or a disease to be deceitful ; such expressions show the

facility with which the mind can accommodate the pro-

perties of living creatures to thing-3 inanimate or abstract

conceptions.

3.—In order to determine the propriety of this figure,

r.ovv many degrees are to be considered 1

Three.

4,._What is the first?

When some of the properties of living creatures are

ascribed to inanimate objects.

5,—What is the second ?
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When those inanimate objects are described as acting
like such as have life.

6.—What is the third 1

When they are exhibited either as sneaking to us or

as listening to what we saj'.

"7.—What is said of the first degree of this figure.

It raises tiie style so liltle that the humblest discourse

admits of it.

8—Give an example.

A raging storm, a deceitful disease, a cruel (iisaster,

are familiar expressions.

9—Recite an instance of the second degree of this

figure from Milton's Paradise Lo^st.

" Oh unexpected stroke, worse than of death !

Must I thus leave the Paiaiise ? Thus leave
Thee native soil ; these happy Vv'alks and shades.
Fit haunt of Gods; where [ had hope to spend
Quiet, thou^^h sad, the res{;ite of that day,
Vyiiich must be mor!al to us both ? O ilowers
That never will in other cliinates grow,
My early visitation, and my last

At even, which I bred up with tender hand
From your first openins^buds, and gave you names.
Who now shall rearyou to the sun, or rank
Your tribes, and water from the ambrosial fount ?"

This is the real language of nature and of female pas-

sion.

9.—In the management of this son of personificalLon^

how many rules are to be observed ?

Two.

10.—What is the first?

Never attempt it unless prompted by strong passion,
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and never continue it when the ])a.ssion be^jins to suo-

gide.

11.—V/hat id the second 1

Never personify an object which has not some dignity

in itself, and which is incapable of making a proper fig-

ure in the elevation to which you raise it.

12.
—

''Vhat is Apostrophe 1

It i3 an address to a person who is either absent ar

dead, as if be were present and listening to us.

13.—Personify the fullowing sul)jects :

A brook, A waterfall, A tempest.

Time, Fortune, Adversity,

The Earth^, The Ocean, The Sun,

Science, Industry, Idleness,

Intemperance, Fire, An Earlhqua'KC

Tlie Waves, Rain, V/inter,

Summer, Mirlh, Folly,

Pleasure, Pain,

Example.

•' The little brook murmured forth its testimony." &.c.

The ocean yawned and the winds rudely blew, &,c.

Plain Expression.

He drew his sword from its scabbard.

Personified.

At hia command his sword leaped from the scabbard.

Plain Expressio7is.

He is asleep.

He is in love.
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Personified.

Sleep sits on his eyes.

ljo\e threw a chain around him.

14'.—Personify the following subjects or expressions.

Tiie scenes of early life, Indolence,

Intemperance, Poverty,

War, The Sun,

Peace, Night,

Religion, The Grave,

Adversity, Death,

Industry, The Clock,

Liberty, The Earth,

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

Dear fatal name, rest ever unrevealed,

Nor pass these lips, in holy silence sealed,

Hide it, my * within that close disguise,

Where mixed Vv'ith Cods, his loved idea lies
;

O, write it not, my ;^his name appears

Already written—blot it out my .

Tlie storm grew louder still.

The disaster was and threatened the destruc-

tion of all.

* The pupil will supply the personifying word.

Lesson XVII

Comparison.

1.—^What is Comparison ?

It is that which expresses the resemblance betweetj
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tvto objects, as when «esay, "the actions of princea

are like those great rivert:, the course of which every

one beholds ; but their springs have been seen by few.'*

2.—What does this sentence show ?

It shows that a happy comparison is a sort of spark-

ling ornament, which adds lustre and beauty to discourse,

3.—How are comparisons distinguished ?

As explaining and embellishing.

4.—From what should comparisons he drawn 1

First, they must not be drawn l>om things which have

too near and obvious a resemblance oftiie object with

which they are compared.

Second)}'.—As comparisons ought not to be foundeii

on likenesses too obvious, much less ought they to be

founde^l on those which are too faint and distant.

Thirdly.—The object from which a compaxison i.-^

drawn, ought never to be an unknown object, nor one

of which few people can have a clear idea.

Fourthly.—In compositions of a seriotis or eiovaieu

kind, sirailies should never be drawn from low or mean

objects.

5.—What is antithesis ?

It is that which is founded on the contrast or opposi-

tion of any two objects.

6.—What are interrogations and ex '''""•'' 7^ '>'-.« -'

They are passionate figures.

7.—What is the literal use of interrogations ?

Their literal use is to ask questions ; but when men

are prompted by pai'sion whatever they would aiUnn,
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or deny with great earnestncs-?, ihey naUirally put in the

fofiTi of a question, expressing therel.jy the confiilence of

the truth of their own opinioii ; «nd appealing lo their

hearers for ilie impossibilify oflhe contrary.

8.—Give an example froni the Holy Scriptures.

'< God is not a man, that he shoiiV! he ; nor the son orman,
that he should repent. Hilh he said it { And shall he not

do it ? Ilath he spoken it ? Ami shall lie not make it good ?"

9.—When may interrogations be eniployed ?

In the prosecution of close and earnest reasonings
;

but exclamations belong oniyto stronger emotions of the

mind,

10.—There is another figure of speech, fit only for

animated composition, \vh;'l is it called?

V lijion.

11.—^What is vision ?

It is that Cgnre which dpsrribes some past act or cir-

cumstance, as if passing hefcvo our eyes in tlie present

time.

EXAMPLES rOR PRACTICE.

Virtue is like Tlie more it ij rubbed the brighter

it shines*

A man of honest intentions i,s like where we
can always see the bottom.

A man of virtuous principles ir? like tiie winds
blow, and the waves [)eat upon it, but it so

amidst the trials ar.d trou'oles of iife, though temptations

assail, and misfortunes threaten to overwhelm him, he

stands unmoved, and deSes the imp.ydencp pf their as-

gaulta. ' '



Intemperance is like which

Benevolence is like of heaven whicii, faliing

silently aad unobserveil, aerks not to attract attention,

but to do good. It tlio;efore runs not off in noisy

streams, or in a sv.vollt;n current, hut penetrating through

the of its object

Religion like ]T-os:^nts a hright side to every ob-

ject, which is not u'holly buried iti ear'.h.

He who has no opiniij.i ofhi-j o^vn is like which.
The man of decision is as ilie wh'.ch

General Cliiraclers of Style.

I.—Should differeat su'.'j^cts be treated in the same

style 1

They should not. A treatise on philosophy should

be written in a diiierent style from an oration, and differ-

ent parts of the sarao co;;ipi)iilion require a variation in

the style.

2.—From what doc^ 'h nioGt obvious distinc'.ion in

style arise 1

From the author's expaa-ling his thoughts more or less.

3,—How many charTcters (if style arc there?

Nine; viz., Diffuse, Cuncisc, Feeble, Nervous, Dry,

Plain, Neat, Elegant, a;:d Flo-very.

i.—How docs a Diffi:.? writer express himself?

He expresses his ideas fully. He places them in a

variety of lights, and give*^ tlie reader every possible as-

sistance for understai ding ti.em completely. He is
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not very anxious to express them at first in their full

strengtii, because he intends to repeat the impressions

and, what he wants in strength he endeavours to sup-

])]y by copiousness. His periods naturally flow into

sonie length, and having room for ornament of every

kind he gives it free admittance.

5.

—

How does a concise writer express hirhself 1

A concise writer expresses iiis ideas in the fewest

words, he employs none but the most expressive ; he

lops off all those which are not a material addition to

the sense. Whatever ornament he admits is adopted

for the sake of force rather than of grace. The same

thought is never repeated. The utmost precision is

studied in his sentences ; and they are generally design-

ed to suggest more to the readers imagination than they

express.

6.—What can be said of these 1

Each has its peculiar advantages ; and each becomes

faulty, when carried to the extreme.

7.— In determining which to adopt, by wh^t must

we be guided ?

We must be guided by the nature of the composition
;

discourses that are to be spoken, require a more dif-

fuse style than books which are to be read.

8.—Plow does a feeble writer express hims'elf ?

His style indicates that he has an indistinct view of his

subject : unmeaning words and loose epithets will es-

cape isim ; hi3 expressions will be vague and general
;
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his arrangements indistinct; and our conception of his

meaning will be faint and confused.

9.—How does a nervous writer differ from a feeble

He always gives us a strong idea of his meaning, his

mind being full of his subject, his words are always ex-

pressive ; every word, every phrase, and every figure,

renders the picture which he would set before us, more

striking and complete.

30.—What is a dry style ?

It is that which excludes every kind of ornament, con-

tent with being understood, it aims not to please either

the fancy or the ear.

11.—What is a plain style ?

It rises one degree above a dry one. A writer of this

character employs A'ery liUie ornament, and rests almost

entirely upon his sense ; beside perspicuity, he observes

purity, propriety, and precision, in his language ; which

form no inconsiderable degree of beauty.

12.—What is a neat style.

It is the next in order and advances intotlie region of

ornament; but not ofihe most sparklingkind. A writer

of this character pays considerable attention to the choice

of his words, and to their graceful collocation. His sen-

tences are of a moderate length ; inclining rather to brev-

ity, than to a swelling structure, and closing with pro-

priety.

13.—What is an elegant style ?

It implies a higher degree ofornament than a neat one

;
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possessing all the virtues without any of its excesses or

detects. Complete elegance implies great perspicuity,

and propriety
;
purity in the choice of words ; and care

and sTjiU in their arrangement.

14>.-^What is a flowery or florid style 1

It implies excess of ornament, and in a young com-

poser it is not only pardonable, but olten a promising

symptjom.

Lesson XIX.

Directions for forming a Proper Style.

1.—What is the foundation of all good style 1

Good sense and a lively imagination.

2.—What is the chief direction for the formation of a

good style 1

Study clear ideas of the subject concerning which

you are to write or speak.

3-.—When are we to expect expressions to begin to

flow? •

When we become warm and interested in the sub-

ject 1

4.—In order to form a good Dtyle what must we do in

the second place ?

We must practice in composition.

5.—Of what must we be careful ?

Of writing in such haste as to acquire a bad style.—

In the beginning, therefore, we ought to write elowly

and with much eare.
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6.—Of what, also, must we he careful ?

We must be careful of running to the other eAtreme.

We must not have such anxiety lor words, as tc reiard

the course of thought and cool the heat of imagination

by pausing too long on every word we employ. A
more severe examination must be left l^or the work

oi correction.

T.—What must we observe in the next place ?

That we ought to render ourselves well acquainted

with the style of the best authors. This is requisi;e,

both in order to form a just taste in style, and to supply

us with a full stock of words on every subject.

S.— What is a very useful exercise ?

To translate some good author into our own words.

9.—In doing this, what must we guard ourselves

against ?

Against a servile imitation of any author whatever.

—

This hampers genius ; it is likely to produce a slitT man-

ner ; and those who are given to close imitation ire-

nerally imitate an authors faults as well as his beauties.

No man will ever become a good writer or speaker,

who has not some confidence in his own genius. We
sliould be careful of transcribing passages from anv

author, or of adopting his peculiar phrazes.

10.—What is a capital rule in forming a good

style ?

Be attentive to your expressions and solicitous about

your matter.

E
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Lesson XX.

Eloquence of Popular Ass,emijlies.

L—What is the foundation of every species of elo-

quence.

Good sense and solid thought.

2.—What should be the first study of him vvhc

means to address a popular assembly ?

To be complete master of his subject.

3.—Upon what is he to rest ?

Upon liis matter and his argument.

4.—To become a persuasive speaker in a popular as-

sembly, what rule should be observed ?

That a man should always be persuaded himself of

whatever he recommends to others.

5.—Is it essential to premeditate on what he intends

to speak 1

It is.

6.—Should he however pay the same attention tc

words that he does to matter ?

He should not. With respect to matter he cannot be

too accurate in his preparation ; but with respect to

words and expressions, it is very possible for him so far

to overdo as to render his speech stiff and inelegant.

7.—^Vhat may be of great serviec to a public speaker ?

ohort notes of the substance and arrangement of liis

•-P'^cch.or discourse.
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S.—What gives scope for the most animated mar-

ner of public speaking ?

Popular assemblies, because in them passion is

easily excited, and the movements are communicated

by mutual sym.pathy between the orator and the audi-

ence.

:>.—By v.hat rule must the speaker regulate himself ?

The warmth which he expresses, should always be

suited to the subject ; since it would be ridiculous to

introduce great vehemence into a subject of small im-

portance, or which, by its nature, requires to be treated

with calmness. He should also be careful of counter-

feiting warmth when he possesses no such feeling.

10.—In all public speaking, what ought the speaker

continually to regard 1

Whatever the public ear will receive without disgust.

Without auention to thi?, imitation of ancient authors

might betray a speaker into a boldness of manner, witii

which the coolness of modern taste, would be displeas-

ed. It is also necessary to pay attention to the decor-

ums of time, place, and character. ' ' ' ""
'r :

Lesson XXI.

Elopence of the Bar.

1.—How does the eloquence of Vhe bar diUc^ -u;..

popular eloquence ?

In popular assemblies the orator aims principally to

persuade ; he therefore applies himself to the passions,
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to the heart, as well as to the understanding. But at the

bar conviction is the principal object. There the speak-

er's duly is not to persuade the judges to what is good

or useful, but to exhibit what is just and true ; and cou-

sequenlly his eloquence is chiefly addressed to the un-

derstanding, v,

2.— Within what is the field of public speaking con-

fined at the bar?

Within law and statute.

3.—What is the consequence of this ?

The eloquence of the bar is more limited, more so-

ber, than that of popular assemblies ; and consequent-

1}', the judicial orations of the ancients, must not be con-

sidered as exact models of that kind of speaking, which

is adapted to the present state of the bar.

4.—Why cannot they be regarded as models of im-

itation ?

Because with them strict law was much less an ob-

j^t of attention, than it is with us. Tiie municipal

statutes were kw, simple, and general ; and the decision

of causes was'lefi in a great measure, to the equity and

common sense of the judges.

5.— In Avhat must the foundation of a lawyers repu-

tation and success be laid ?

In the profound knowledge of his profession, for should

his abilities be ever soeminenfj and still his knowledge

of the law be superficial, very few will choose to en-

gage him in their defence.

G.
—

"What beside previous study and an amj)Ic stock
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of acquired knowledge, is inseperable from the success

of every pleader ?

A diligent attention to every cause with which he is

intnusted ; to all the facts artti circumstances with whicii

it is connected. Thus he will be in a great measure pre-

pared for the arguments of his opponent; and, being

previously acquainted with the weak parts of his own

cause, he will be able to fortify them in the best manner

against the attack of his adversary.

7.—What is chiefly to be studied in the eloquence

oft!)e bar?

Purity and neatness of expression. A style perspic-

uous and proper, not needlessly overcharged with the

pedantry of law terms, nor alTectedly avoiding these,

when suitable and requisite.

6.—What is a capital property in speaking ai ii.e

bar ?

Distinctness. It should he shown in stating the

question. First, what is admitted—secondly, what is

denied; and where the line of division begins between

us and the adverse party.

D.—What is infinitely essential in pleading at the bar :'

A clear method.

10.*—How should the narration of facts be intn.-

duced 1

III as concise a manner as possible.

n.—W^hy should the pleader be concise in narrat-

iig facts.''

Because they are to be distinctly remembered, and
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the unnecessary minuteness in relating them, would

overtax the memory.

12.—What will be the consequence if he omit all

superfluous circumstances?

He will add strength to the material facts ; he will

give a clearer view of what he relates, and he will

make the impression of it more lasting.

13.—What should be recommended to every pleader ?

Candor in stating the arguments of his adversary. If

lie disguise them, or place them in a false light, the ar-

tifice will soon be discovered; and the judge and the

hearers will conclude, that he either wants discernment

'0 perceive, or fairness to admit, the strength of his op-

ponents reasoning.

l-i.—What will be the result, if he state with accu-

racy and candor, the arguments employed against him i

A strong prejudice will be created in his favor. He
will appear to have entire confidence in his cause. The

judge will therefore be inclined to receive more readily

The impressions made upon him by a speaker who ap-

pears both fair and penetrating.

15.—Is wit ever serviceable at the bar 1

It is sometimes
;
particularly in a lively regjy, by

which ridicule is thrown on what an adversary has ad-

vanced.

IG.—Is it ])roper for an advocate to plead the cause

of his client with warmth ?

It is. He must be cautious, however, of prostituting
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his earnestness and sensibility by an equal degree of

ardor on every subject.

17.—What causes should he be particular in declin-

ing?

Those which are odious, and manifestly unjust j ana

when he supports a doubtful cause, he should lay the

chief stress upon those arguments which appear to him

to be most forcible ; reserving his zeal and indignation

for cases where injustice and iniquity are flagrant.

Lesson XXII.

Elopence of tlie Pulpit.

1.— What advantage has the pulpit orator peculiar

CO himself?

The dignity and importance of his subjects must be

billowed to be superior to any other. They admit the

highest embellishment in description, and the greatest

warmth and vehemence of expression. In treating his

subject, the preacher has also peculiar advantages.

—

He speaks not to one or a few judges, but to a large

assembly. He is not afraid of interruption. He chooses

his subjects at leasure ; and has all the assistance of

the most accurate premeditation.

2.—What are the disadvantages which attend the

eloquence of the pulpit?

The preacher, it is true has no contention with an

adversary
; but debate awakens genius, and excites at-

tention. His subjects though noble are trite and com-
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ruon. They are become so familiar to the public ear,

that it requires no ordinary geniua in the preacher to

fix attention.

3.

—

To excel in preaching what is necessary ?

For the preacher to have a fixed and liahitual view

of its object. This is to persuade men to become good.

Every sermon ought, therefore, to be a persuasive ora-

iion.

^'—What are (he principal characteristics of pulpit

eloquence ?

Gravity and warmth.

5.— What does a sermon require ?

A strict attention to unity.

6.—What is meant by this ?

That there should be some main point, to which the

attention of the hearer shouki be directed. One object

must predominate through the whole of it.

7.—Does the unity of a sermon necessarily exclude

all divisions and subdivisions of it ?

It does not. Unity admits some variety ; it requires

only that union and connection be so far preserved, as

to make the whole concur in some one impression on

•Jie mind.

8.—Give an example ?

Thus, for in&tance, a preacher may employ several

arguments to enforce the love of God ; lie may also

enquire into the causes of the decay of this virtue : still

one great object is presented to the mind: but if because

hU text says, "He that loveth God must love hii
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brother also," he should therefore mix in the same

discourse, arguments for the love of God, and for the

love of our neighbour, he would grossly offend against

unity, and leave a very confused impression upon the

minds of his hearers.

9.—Of what should a preacher be especially cau-

tious ?

Of exhausting his subject. There are always sorrie

tilings which he may suppose to be known, and some

which require only brief attention.

lO.—What should be the grand object of ever preach-

er ?

To render his instructions interesting to his hearers.

He should bring home to their hearts the truths which

rie inculcates ; and make each suj)po3e himself particu-

larly addrefcsed.

11.—In what strain ought a pulpit discourse to be

carried ?

In the strain of direct address to the audience ; not

in the strain of one writing an essay, but of one speak-

ing to a multitude, and studying to connect what is call-

ed application, or what immediately refers (o practice,

with the doctrinal parts of the sermon.

12.— In order to keep up attention what is highly

advantageous ?

To keep in view tiie different ages, characters, and

conditions of men and to accomodate directions and

exhortations to each of these different classes.

13.—What produces a wouderful effect in preaching i
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never saw his character before.

13.—What study is very necessary for the preacher I

The study of the human heart.

1-i.—What subjects always command attention 'I

Whatever relates to a man's character, or is applica-

ble to his circumstances.

15.— In order to this, what subjects demand special

attention 1

Those which relate to some peculiar character, or re-

markable piece of history, in the sacred writings ; for

by pursuing which, we may trace and lay open some of

the most secret windings of the human heart.

1(>.—What advantages do such topics aflbrd ?

They present an extensive field which hitherto has-

been little explored, and which possesses all the advan-

tages of being curious, new, and highly useful.

17.—What is the foundation of good preaching 1

Truth and good sense. No example should be ser-

vilely imitated. From various examples the preacher

may collect materials for improvement ; but servility

of imitation extinguishes all genius, or rather proves

the entire want of it.

Lesson XXIII.

Conduct or plan of a Discourse.

1.—How many parts are there in a regular oration ?

Six ; viz : the exordium or introduction ; the state-
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raent ; and the division of tlie subject ; the narration

or explication ; the reasoning or arguments ; the pathetic

parts ; and the conclusion.

2.—Repeat rule first for the proper composition of

the exordium or introduction 1

It should be easy and natural, and always suggested

by the subject.

3,— When should an introduction be planned ^

It should not be planned, until after the speaker has

meditaieil in his own mind the substance of his dis-

course. Then, and not until then, he should begin to

think of some natural introduction.

4'.—What is the second rule for the introduction ?

Study to express yourself correctly.

').—Why should the speaker study correctness of

expression in the introduction "?

On account of the situation of his hearers. Thev

are then more disposed to criticise than at any other

period ; the}' are, yet, unoccupied with the subject or

the arguments ; their attention is wholly directed to the

speakers style and manner. Something must be done,

therefore, to prepossess them in his favor.

6.—What is the third rule for the introduction I

Let it always carry modesty along with it, for all ap-

pearances of modesty are favourable and prepossessing.

If the orator set out with an air of arrogance and ostcn-

tion, the self love and pride of the hearers will be pre-

sently awakened, and they will listen to him with a

very suspicious ear throughout the rest of his discourse.
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Xot only in his expressions but in hiy whole manner;

in his looks, in his gestures, and even in the tone ot' his

voice.

8.—What is the fourth rule to guide the speaker in

iiis introduction ?

Let it be carried on in a calm manner.

9.— Are there any exceptions to this rule 1

There are; wlien the subject is such that the very

tnentioa of it naturally awakens some passionate emo-

tion, or when t!i3 unexpected presence of some persons

or object, in a popular assembly, inflames the speaker,

and makes him break fourth with unusual warmth :

tiiher of these will justify what is cr.llcd the exordiunj

c5 abniplo.

10.—Repeat rule fifth foi the introduction ?

In the introductory remarks, never seem to anticipate

iny material part of the subject; for when topics, or

arguments, which are afterwards to be enlarged upon,

are hinted at, and, in part brought forth, they lose the

trrace of novelty upon their second appearance.

n.—Eepeat the sixth and last rule for the introduc-

tion ?

Ti\e introduction ought to he in proportion, botl'i m
length and in kind to the discourse wiiich is to follow

it.
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Lesson XXIV.

The Proposition or Enunciation and the Division,

1.—HowslioiilJ the proposition be stated ?

It should he stated clearly and distinctly, and express-

ed without affectation, in the most concise and simple

manner.

2.—What generally succeeds this 1

The division or the laying down the method o( the

discourse.

3.—Repeat rule first for the laying down the method

of a discourse 1

The parts in which the subject is divided must be

really distinct from each other.

4.—Repeat the second rule ?

We must be careful always lo follow the order of

nature; beginning with the most simple points, with

such as are most easily understood, and necessary to he

first discussed.

5.—Repeat rule third ?

The members o( a division ought to exhaust the sub-

ject; otherwise the division is incomplete ; the subject is

exhibited by pieces only, without displaying the whole,

6.—Repeat the fourth rule 1

Let conciseness and precision be peculiarly studied.

7.—When does a division appear to the best advan-

tage?

When the several heads are expressed in the clearest

manner and with as few words as possible. This never
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Tails to strike the hearers agreeably ; and it a. so con-

tribute to make the divisioa more easily remembered.

S.—Repeat rule fifth for the management of a divi-

sion 1

We must cautiously avoid the unnecessary multipli-

cation of heads. To divide a subject into many minute

parts, by endless divisions and subdivisions, produces

a bad eflect in speaking. It renders an oration hard

and dry, and unnecessarily fatigues the memory.
9.—How many divisions, may a sermon admit ?

Never more than four grand divisions, although each

one may have a number of subdivisions.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

God so loved the world that he gave his only begot-

ten son, that whosoever believeth in him should not

lV2rish l)ut have everlasting life. John 2, 16.

Division.

I.—The blessings pronounced upon the believer

'^should not perish but have'''' &.c.

II.—The nature of faitii Whosoever believeth.

III.—The design of God's love ^'that whosoever''^ &c.

JV.—The evidence of God's love He gave.

V.—The object of God's love.

VI.—The character of God.

10.—By what rules should the abo\e divisions be

corrected.
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By rule first on unity, rule first and rule second on

the division of a. subject ?

11.— Correct the division according to rule.

Let the subject be divided in a natural manner, keep-

ing constantly in mind the unity of the discourse ; thus :

In directing your attention to these words, I purpose

to notice,

I—The object of Gods love, " The world:'

II—The evidence of God's love, " He gave His

son/''

III—The design of God's love, " ihat whosoever be-

LIEVETH," &C.

12.—What can be said of this division?

It is natural, graceful, and elegant.

Lesson XXV.

Narration.

1.—What is the next constituent part ofa discourse 1

Narration or explication. These two are generally

joined together, because they fall nearly under the saind

rules, and because they answer the same purpose ; serv-

ing to illustrate the cause, or the subject, of which one

treats, before proceeding to argue on one side or the

other, or attempting to interest the passions of the hear-

ers.

~.—What are the qualities which critics require in

narration 1

To be clear and distinct, to be probable, and con-
cise.
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scurity, by eithera pleader, or a preacher, what will be

the result ?

It may destroy the effect of all the argument and rea-

soning which he employs.

4.—Should his narrative be improbable, what will be

the result ?

It will be disregarded.

5.— Should it be tedious and diffuse, what will be the

result ? -

It will fatigue the hearers and be forgotten.

6.—To render narration distinct, what is essential ?

Particular attention in ascertaining clearly the rjannes,

dates, places, and every other important circumstance

of the facts recounted.

7.—In order to be probable in narration, what is

necessary 1

To exhibit the character of the persons of whom we

speak, and to show that their actions proceeded from

such motives as are natural and likely to gain belief.

8.—To be as concise as possible, what must be re-

jected ?

All superfluous circumstances.

9.—In the pulpit what occupies the place of narra-

tion at the bar?

Explication of the subject fo be discoursed.

30.—In what style should it be delivered 1

In a style correct and elegant, rather than highly

adorned.
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is essential 1

That the preacher be a man of profoxind knowledge,

and that he meditate profoundly on his subject ; so as

to place it in a clear and striking point of view.

12.—In order for the preacher to succeed, v/hat

must he further do 1

He must consider what light his subject may derive

from other passages of Scripture, whether it be a subject

nearly allied to some other, from which it ought to be

distinguished ; whether it can be advantageously illus-

trated by comparing or opposing it to some other thing ;

by searching into causes and tracing effects, by pointing

out examples, or appealing to the heart of the hearers,

that thus a precise and circumstantial view may be of-

fered of the doctrine inculcated.

Lesson XXVI.

The Argumentative part of a Discourse,

1.— What is the great object of every speaker 1

To convince the hearer.

2.—What constitutes the foundation of all manly and

persuasive eloquence ?

Reason and argument.

3.—With regard to argument how many things re-

quire attention 1

Three things : first, invention of them, secondly,

T
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pioper disposluon and arrangement of them, and third-

]y. expressing them in the most forcible manner.

4.—Wliich of the three is the most important and the

basis of the rest 1

Tiie first, viz, invention.

5.—What can art do in this matter 1

It can aid a speaker in arranging and expressing

those arguments which his knowledge of the subject

has discovered.

6.—What are all arguments intended to prove ?

They are intended to prove one or the other of the

following propositions. That something is true, that it

is right or fit, or that it is profitable and good.

7.—What are the three great subjects of discussiou

among men ?

Truth, duty, and interest.

8.—With respect to the different degrees of strength

in argument, what rule is to be observed ?

Let the arguments advance in the way of climax from

liie weakest to thewmost forcible.

9.—When is this method recommended ?

When the speaker is convinced that his cause is clear

and easy to be proved.

10.—When is it more important to place his best

arguments in the front of his discourse '?

Wlien he distrusts his cause or has but one principal

argument to defend it.

11.—Why should he observe this rule 1

So as to prejudice his hearers early in his favor, and
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thus to dispose them to pay attention to the weaker

reasons which he may afterwardiS introduce.

12.—When in the midst of a variety of arguments,

where does Cicero recommend to place the weaker

ones?

In tlie middle, because in this situation they will ap-

pear less conspicuous, than at either the beginning or

end of a train of reasoning.

13.—When should arguments with propriety he se-

parated 1

When they are strong and satisfactory : when they

are weak they should be more closely united ; so as to

form them into phalanx, that, though individually weak,

they may mutually support each oiher, an.i produce

conviction.

14r.—What always serves lo render a cause suspici-

ous ?

When arguments are extended too far, and multiplied

too much, this can never increase its strength.

15.—What additional effect has a multiplicity of argu-

aients.

A needless multiplicity of arguments burdens the

memory, and diminishes the weight of that conviction

which a few well chosen arguments produce. When
a speaker endeavours to expose a favorable argument

in every light possible, he loses the spirit with which

he set out ; and ends with feebleness, what he began

with force.
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Lesson XXVIX.

The Pathetic part of a Discourse.

1.—In what part of a discourse does eloquence espe-

cially reign and exert its power 1

In the pathetic.

2.—Which is the first useful direction on this head 1

Consider carefully, whether the subject adnriit of it,

and if it do, what part]of the discourse is the most pro-

per for attempting it.

3. —How can these points be determined ?

By reason and good sense.

4.—Should a speaker attempt to excite the passions

in the wrong place, what will be the consequence 2

He will be exposed to ridicule.

5.— In order for the emotion raised to have a lasting

effect, what is essentially necessary 1

To have the understanding enlightened, and the

judgment convinced. All emotions proceeding' from

any thing else, are but as empty bubbles.

6.—Hence what place should we assign the pathe-

tic ?

To the conclusion.

4.—Why 1

Because the body of a discourse should tend to en=

lighten the mind, and to inform the understanding.

S.—Which is the second direction 1

Never set apart a head of a discourse, for raising
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any passion ; never give warning that you are about be*

ing pathetic. This never fails to chill the sensibility of

the hearers. It puis them on their guard, and disposes

them for criticising, much more than for being moved.

9.—When is this indirect method of making an im-

pression likely to be most successful 1

When you seize the critical moment that is favour-

able to emotion, in whatever part of the discourse it

occurs, and then, after due preparation, throw in such

circumstances, and present such glowing images as may

kindle the passions of the hearers before they are aware.

10.—What is exceedingly unfavourable to this 1

The reading, instead of the preaching of sermons.

11.—In the third place, what is necessary to observe ?

That there is a great difference between showing the

hearers that they ought to be moved, and actually mov-

ing them.

12.—What has nature done to every emotion or pas-

sion ?

It has adapted a set of corresponding objects ; and

without setting these before the mind, it is not in the

power of an orator to raise that emotion.

13.—With what are we generally warmed, and with

what are we touched 1

We are warmed with gratitude, we are touched with

compassion, not when a speaker shows us that these

are noble dispositions, and that it is our duty to feel

them ; or when he exclaims against us for oin- indifler-

ence and coldness j for this will have very little effect
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upon us unless the heart be touched by facts which

bear upon the mind ; then, and not until tlien, our

gratitude or compassion begins to flow..

14.—In the fourth place, what is a very elTectuftl

method ?

To believe firmly what we say, and to be moved by

it ourselves.

15.—How may many interesting circumstances be

introduced in a discourse?

By following the suggestions of passion.

16.—What adds a pathos to the words, looks, and

gestures of the speaker ?

The internal emotion of his mind. This exerts a

power over the hearer, which is almost irresistable.

17.—If he attempt the pathetic when he is not mov-

ed himself, what will be the result?

Ke will be exposed to ridicule.

IS.—To what is it necessary '.v attend in the fifth

place?

To the proper language of passion. This language

is always unalTected and simple.

19.—What must be the style of the Orator when he

would be pathetic 1

His mind must be wholly seized by one object, and

this must be the one which heated it. He has no other

aim but to represent that in all its circumstances, as

strongly as he feels it. This will be the style of the ora-

tor when he speaks from real feeling.
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20.—Should he stay until he work up his style, until

he polish and adorn it, what will be the result 1

He will touch the heart no more. His language will

be the language of one who describes but who does not

feel.

21.—What is the difference between painting to the

imagination and painting to the heart?

The one may be done coolly and at leisure : the other

must always be rapid and ardent. In the former, art

and labour may be suffered to appear ; in the latter,

no effect can follow unless it seem to be the Avork ot

nature only.

22.—In the sixth place, what is necessary to be ob-

served 1

Avoid Interweaving any thing of a foreign nature

with the pathetic part of a discourse.

23.—What is meant by this rule ?

That the speaker sb^ld beware ol all digressior^s

-.vliich may interrupt or turn aside the natural course c:

I'r.e passion, when once it begins to swell.

21.—Hence what are always dangerous in the midst

of passion ?

Comparisons. ^
25.—In the seventh and last p'ace, what is to be re-

membered 1

That the speaker should not attempt unnecessarily to

prolong the pathetic.

26.—What is necessary to be studied in this place ?

h i3 necessary to study a proper time of making a
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retreat ; of making a transition from the very passion-

ate to the calm tone.

27.—Of what, however, should the speaker be care-

ful?

He should be careful of descending from the pathetic

too abrui)tly.

28.—Above all things of what vshould a speaker be-

ware 1

^ He should beware of straining passion too far, of at-

temping to raise it to unnatural heights.

Lesson XXVIII.

Peroration or Conclusion.

1.—Is it necessary to say much concerning the per-

oration or conclusion 1

It is not.

o._why 1

Because it must vary according to the strain ot the

discourse which has been delivered.

3.—What general remarks may be made concerning

the conclusion of a discourse 1

Sometimes it is proper to conclude with the pathetic.

Sometimes when the discourse has been wholly

argumenlative, it is fit to conclude with summing

up the arguments, placing them in one view, and leav-

ing the impression of them full, and strong, on the mind

of (he audience.

4.— What makes a coKimon conclusioa in sermons t
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Inferences from what has been proved. But these

should so much agree with the strain of sentiment

throughout the discourse, as not to break the unity of

the sermon 1

5.—In the close of a discourse, what is a matter of

great importance ?

To hit the precise time of concluding, so as to bring

the subject just to a point ; neither ending abruptly and

unexpectedly ; nor disappointing the expectation of the

hearers, when they naturally look for the close ; and

continuing to hover round and round the conclusion,

until they become heartily tired. The speaker should e.i-

deavor to go off with a good grace. He should always

close with dignity and spirit, that the minds of the hear-

ers may be left warm, and that they may depart with £.

favourable impression of his subject and ofliimself?

^
Lesson XXIX.

Pronunciation or Delivery.

1.—To what great object should every speaker direct

his attention ? ^^^B

He should direct his attention to the best method of

delivery.

'2.—What should be his principal object 1

To speak so as to be fully and easily understood by

his hearers ; and next to express himself with such

grace and energy as to please andTo move them.
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3.—What are the chief requisites to be fully and

easily understood 1

A due degree of loudness of voice, distinctness,

slowness, and propriety of pronunciation.

4.—With regard to the first what must the speaker

dol

He must endeavour to fill with his voice, the space

occupied by the ass-embly.

5.—Every man has three pilches in his voice, the

high, the middle, and the low, which should be general-

ly used in public speaking 1

The middle, which is that employed in common con-

versation. It is a grsat error to sui)pose that the highest

pitch of the voice is necessary, to be well heard by a

great assembly.

6.—Can a speaker's voice be rendered louder without

altering the key 1

h can.

7.—In what pitch of voice will the speaker be able

to give the most persevering force of sound ?

In that to which in conversation, he is accustomed :

whereas if he begin with a higher key, he will fatigue

himself and speak with pain ; and in all such cases he

will not fail to pain his audience.

8.—What general rule can here be given ?

Give the voice full strength and swell of sound, hut

always pitch it on 5'our ordinary speaking key ; a greater

quantity of voice should never be uttered, than can be

airorded without pain, and without any extraordinary

effort.
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8.—To be well heard, what should the speaker do ?

He should fix his eye on some of the most distant per-

sons in the congregation or assembly, and consider him-

self as speaking to them.

10.—Why should all speakers be particular in this i

Because we naturally and mechanically utter our

words with such strength, as to be heard by one to whom
',ye address ourselves, provided he be within reach of our

voice.

1 1.—But what should the speaker always remember?

That speaking too loud!)' is peculiarly offensive ; the

ear is always wounded when ihe voice comes upon it in

rumbling and indistinct masses ; besides, it appears as if

assent were demanded by mere vehemence and force of

sound.

12.—To being well heard, what is more important

thj^n loudness of sound.

Distinctness of articulation. With (his a man of weak

voice, will make it extend farther than the strongest voice

can reach without it.

13.—^Vhat must the speaker do in order to effect

this ?

He must give every sound its due proportion, nnJ

make every syllable, and even every letter be heard dis-

tinctly.

14>.—To do this what must be avoided.

Rapidity of j)ronunciatior.

.

15.—What however, is not to be indulged.

A lifeless drawling method.
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- 16.—In the delivery of a discourse what cannot be

too induftiiously pursued, nor too earnestly recommend-

ed ?

The practice of pronouncing with a proper degree of

slowness, and with full and clear articulation. Such pro-

nunciation gives weight and dignity to a discourse. It

assists the voice by pauses and rests, which it allows it

more easily to make ; and it enables the speaker to swell

all his sounds with more energy and music. It assists

him also in preserving a due command of himself;

whereas a rapid and hurried manner excites that flutter

of spirits, which is the greatest enemy to all right execu-

tion in oratory.

17.—In riorrect pronunciation what is essential ?

That every word we utter receive that sound which

polite usage appropriates to it, in opposition to low or

vulgar pronunciation.

18.—There is but one observation on this point to be

made, what is it ?

In our language, every word of more syllables than

one, has one accented syllable. The genius of the lan-

guage requires the voice to mark that syllable by a strong-

er percussion, and to jiass more slightly over the rest.

19.—Wherein do many public speakers exceedingly

err ?

In not giving the same accent in their public dis-

courses, that they do in common conversation. This

gives an artificial and affected air to speech, which de-

tracts greatly from its agreeableness and iJs impression.
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Lesson XXX. »

Emphasis, Pauses, Tones, and Gestures,

1.—What is meant by Emphasis?

A fuller and stronger sound of voice, by which we
distinguish the accented syllable of some word, on which

we intend to lay particular stress, and to show how it

affects the rest of the sentence.

2.—Repeat the rule for the proper management of

emphasis 1

Stud}' to acquire a just conception of the force and

spirit of those sentiments vvhich you are to deliver.

3.—Next to emphasis, pauses demand attention.

How are they distinguished ]

They are of two kinds : first, emphatical pauses; and

secondly, such as mark the distinction of sense.

4>.—When is an emphatic pause to be made ?

After something has been said of peculiar moment,

on which we wish to fix the hearers attention. Some-

times a matter of importance is preceeded by a pause of

this nature. Such pauses have the same effect with

strong emphasis, but like them should not be repeated

too frequently.
^

5.—Why should they not be repeated too frequently t

Because they excite uncommon attention and raise the

expectation of the hearers, which if this be not fvilly an-

swered will bring the speaker into contempt.

6.—What is the principal use of pauses 1
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To mark the divisions of the sense, and at the same

time to permit the speaker to draw his breath. The

proper management of such pauses is one of the nicest

and most diflicult articles in delivery.

7.—In this what is peculiarly requisite ?

A proper command of the breath.

8,—To obtain this, what should every speaker do ?

He should be careful to provide afull supply of breath

for what he is about to utter.

9.—What great mistake is made by some speakers

upon this subject ?

In supposing that the breath must be drawn only at

the end of a period, for it may easily be gathered at the

intervals of a period, when the voice sufiers only a mo-

mentary suspension. By this management a sufficent

supply may be obtained for carrying on the longest peri-

od, without improper interruptions.

10.—How should pauses in public discourse be form-

ed ?

They should be formed u])on the manner in which

we express ourselves in sensible conversation, and not

upon the siilT, artificial manner which we acquire from

perusing books according to common punctuation.

11.—To render pauses graceful and expressive what

must be observed ?

They must not only be made in the right place?, but

also be accompanied by proper tones of voice ; by which

the nature of these pauses is intimated much more than

by their length, which can never be exactly measured.
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12.—^Gesture or action requires next to be considered.

What general rule can be given for this 1

Attend to the looks and gestures in which earnestness,

indignation, compassion, or any other emotion discovers

itself to most advantage in the common intercourse of

men 5 and let these be your model.

13.—What renders a public speaker very disgusting?

Aftectation ; hence he should adopt that manner of

speaking which is most natural to himsell".

14.—What ought his motions and gestures to exhibit 1

They ought to exhibit that kind of expression which

nature has dictated to him ; and unless this be the case,

no study can prevent their appearing stiff and forced.

15.—In whatdoes the study of action consist'^

In guarding against awkard and disagreeable motions,

and in learning to perform such as are natural to the

speaker in the most graceful manner.

16.—In the attitude of his body, what should every

speaker study to preserve ?

A4 much dignity as possible. He should generally

preier an erect posture ; his position should be firm

that he may have a full and free command of all his

motions.

17.—What other direction is to be given 1

If any inclination be used, it should be towards the

hearers. The countenance should always correspond

with the nature of the discourse ; and, when no particu-

lar emotion is expressed, a serious and manly look is
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'y on any one object, but they should move easily

round the audience.

18.—In what consists the principal part of gesture

in speaking 1

In motion made with the hands, but both hands

should not be moved alike, as it is natural for the right

hand to be employed more frequently than the left.

—

Warm emotion, however, require the exercise of them

both together : and all the motions should be easy and

unrestrained.

19.—What movements are usually ungraceful?

Narrow and confined movements. And consequent-

ly motions made with the hands should proceed from

the shoulder, rather than from the elbow.

20.—What movement is ever to be avoided '?

Perpendicular movements.

21.—What should every public speaker guard

Egainst 1

He should guard against affectation. Let his man-

ner, whatever it be, be entirely his ovvn,-neither imitated

from another, nor taken from any imaginary model,

which is unnatural to him.

22.—In acquiring a forcible and persuasive manner

of speaking, what general rule is to be observed?

Dismiss bad habits, follow nature, and speak in pub-

lic as you do in private, when you speak in earnest and

from the heart.
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Lesson XXXI.

Means of Improving in Elopence.

i.—What is necessary to be done in order to excel

in any of the higher kinds of oratory 1

It is necessary to cultivate habits of the several vir-

tues, and to refine and improve the moral feelings.

2.—What mu-l a true orator possess ?

He must possess generous sentiments, warm feelings.

and a mind turned towards admiration of those great

and high objects, which men are by nature formed to

venerate.

3—Connected with these manly virtue^^, what should

be possess 1

A strong and tender sensibility to all t'le injuries, c-s-

tresses and sorrows of his fellow creatures.

•i.—Next to moral qualifications, what is most re-

quisite for an orator.

A fund of knowledge. Art can be of no use without

this. The speaker should clearly understand his sub-

iect, and he cannot uudersland subjects generally tin-

less he be a man of knowledge. Rhetoric furnishes no

materials for a speaker. These must Re obtained by ap-

plication and study.

5.—With vi'hal must a pleader be acquainted in order

'.0 excel 1

He must be acquainted with the law ; he must possess

all that learning and experience whici. r'xn be useful for

€upporting a cause, or convincing a ji-ige.
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6.—To what must the preacher apply himself?

Closely to the study of divinity, of practical religion,,

of morals, and of human nature, that he may be rich in

all topics of instruction and persuasion.

7.—Beside the knowledge peculiar to his profession;,

with what should a public speaker l)e acquainted 1

He should be acquinted witli the general circle of

polite literature. With poetry for embellishing his style

and for suggesting lively images, or pleasing allusions.

—

With history for obtaining a knowledge of facts, ofemi-

nent characters, and of the couise ofhun^an affairs. De-

ficiency of knowledge even in subjects not immediately

connected with his profession, will expose a public

sj)eakerto many disadvantages, and give his rivals who

?re better qualified, a decided superiority.

8.— For a speaker to excel in eloquence, what is

very indispensable 1

Application and industry. Without this it is impossi-

ble to excel in any thing. No one ever became a dis-

tinguished pleader, or preacher, or speaker, in any as-

sembly, without previous labour and application.

9.—What was the chief characteristic of the great

men of antiquity *

They distinguished themselves by enthusiasm lb?

their art and profession, which firing their minds with

the object in view, disposed them to relish every ne-

cessary labour. This honorable enthusiasm should be

cultivated by students in oratory.

]0.—Is genius ever so original as not to receive iiu-
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provement from proper examples in style, composition,

and delivery '{

It is not.

11.—Is there any difference in the style of spoken

and written discourses ?

There is. Speaking allows a more easy, copious style.

It is less confined by rule; repetitions may ofien be re-

quisite—the same thought must often be placed in

different points of view ; since the hearers can catch it

only from the mouth of the speaker, and have mt the

opportunity as in reading, of turning back again, and of

contemplating what they do not comprehend. Hence,

the style of some of the best authors would appear stiff,

affected, and even obscure, if transferred into a popular

oration.

12.—^What is a great means of improvement both in

composition and speaking'?

Frequent exercises in both. He who wishes to write

or speak correctly, should, in the most trivial kind of

composition, in writing a letter, or even in common con-

versation, study to express liimself witii propriety.

13.—In those societies, where students of oratory

iorin themselves into an association for the purpose of

displaying their talents, what do they need in order to

render them useful ?

They need direction : for if the subjects of their dis-

course be improperly chosen ; if they support extrava-

gant or indecent topics; if they indulge themselves in

lyose ilimsy declamation, or accustom themselves witli-
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out preparation, to spesk pertly on all subjects, they

will unavoidably acquire a very faulty and vicious taste

in speaking.

14.—What should, therefore, be recommended to the

members of all such societies?

That they carefully attend to the choice of their sub-

jects: that they take care that they be manly and use-

ful, either connected wilh the course of their studies, or

related to morals and taste, to action and life. That

they should also be temperate in the practice of

speaking; they should not speak too often, nor on

subjects of which tliey are ignorant ; but only when

ihey have proper materials for a discourse, and have

previously considered and digested the subject.

15.—What should thev be careful to keep in view ?

Good sense and persuasion, rather than a show of

eloquence.

Lesson XXXII.

General Remarks on Elopence.

1.—As we have treated of the eloquence of the bar

and of the pulpit, what additional exercise may be ne-

cessary 1

To make dome general remarks upon it.

2.—How are we to regard eloquence ?

As consisting of three kinds. The first is that which aims

only to please the hearers. Such as orations, and ad-

dresses to great men, and other harranr "s of this kind.
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The second dfgrc:' of eloquence is, when the s-peaker

aims, not merely to please, but also to inform, to in-

struct, to convince ; when his art is employed in re-

moving prejudices r.gainst himself and his course ; in

selecting the most proper arguments, stating them with

the greatest force, arranging them in il.e best order, ex-

pressing and delivering them with propriety and beauty^

thereby disposing us to pass that judgement, or fav^c

that side of the cause, to which h.^ seeks to bring ue.

—

Within this degree chiefly is employed the eloquence

of the bar. The third and highest degree of eloquaoce

is that by which we are not only convinced, but in'.erest-

ed, and agitated, and carried along with the speaker
;

our passions rise with his ; we shar3 all his emollofts :

we love, we hate, we resent, as he inspires us j and

are prompted to re-;;;lve, or to act nvith vigojic and

warmth. Debate in popular assemblies opens the most

extensive field to this species of eloquence ; and the

pulpit also admits of it.

3.—Of what is this high species of eloquence always

the offspring ?

Of passion.

4.—While the intercourse of men was unfrequent,

and force was the principal means employed in deciding

controvercies, what can be said of the art of oratory and

persuasion ?

It was but little known.

5.—Among the little states which sprung vp iu
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Greece, which was most noted for arts oC every kind

but especially for eloquence ]

Athens.

6.—In which of the Athenians did eloquence shine

with unrivaled splendor 1

In Demosthenes.

7.—In cultivating eloquence, what did Demosthenes

do f.

He shut himself up in a cave that he might study

'.viih less distraction. He declaimed by the sea shore

that he might be used to the voice of a tumultuous as-

sembly ; and, with pebbles in his mouth, that he miglit

correct a defect in his speech. He practiced at

lioine with a naked sword hanging over his shoulders,

that he might check an ungraceful motion, to which

he was subject.* Hence the example of this great man
affords the highest encouragement to every student of

eloquence ; since it shows how far art and application

avails for acquiring an excellence which nature ap-

peared willing to deny.

8.—What can be said of his orations 1

They are strongly atiimated, and full of tlie im-

petuosity and fire of public spirit.

9.—What can be said of bis composition 1

It is not distinguished by ornament and splendor.

—

It is energy of thought, peculiarly his own, which forms

liis character, and seis him above all others. He
seems not to attend to words but to things. We forget

the orator and think of the subject. He has no parade :
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bui is like a man full of his subject, who, after prepar-

ing his audience by a sentance or two for hearing plain

truths, enters directly on business.

10.—What is his style ?

It is strong and concise, although sometimes harsh

and abrupt. His words are very expressive, and his

arrangement firm and manly.

11.—What can be said of his action and pronvmcia-

tion ]

They were uncommonly vehement and ardent ]

12.—What of his general manner 1

He was grave, serious, and passionate ; never de-

grading himself, nor attempting any thing like pleasantry.

Lesson XXXIII.

Roman Elo^iuence. ^

I.—From whom d\d the Romans derive their elo-

quence, poetry, and learning ?

From the Greeks.

'2.—Were they equal to the Greeks in any of these ?

They were not. They had neillier their vivacity, nor

sensibility ; their passions were not so easily moved
;

nor their conceptions so lively ; in comp?.rison to them

they were a phlegmaiie people.

4".—What bore a strong resemblance of their charc-

ter ?

Their language which was regular, firm, and stately
;

but wanted that expressive simplicity, that flexibility
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to suit every diflerent species of composition, by which

the Grc 'j tongue is
[ ^culiarily ditslingiiished.

5.— Hence, what do we always find 1

In Greek productions more native genius, in Ronnan

more rcgulari'.y and art.

6.— In what time of the Roman Government, did

public speaking become the means of obtaining power

and distinction ?

When it vvas of the popular kind.

7.—When did the Roman orators rise toanygreai
degree of distinction l

A little before the age of Cicero.

8.—Which were the most eminent of their orators?

Crassus and Antonius.

9.—Which of ihe Roman orators is most worthy of

our attention?

Cicero.

10.—What is conspicuous in all his orations?

The art of oratory.

11.—With what does he commonly begin ?

With a regular exordium ; and with much address ;

he prepossesses the hearers, and studies to gain their

aflections.

12.—What can be said of his method lad argument?

His method is clear and his a ^uments arranged with

great propriety.

13.—For what is he especially distinguished?

For having every thing in its proper place. He nev--

er attempts to move before he has endeavoured to con--
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vince; and in moving, particularly the softer passions,

he is very successi'ul. He rolls his words along with

(Tie greatest beauty and pomp: and in the structure ot'

l)is sentences, he is eminently exact.

14..—When a great public object roused his mind,,

and demanded indignation, how does he express him-

self?

In a loose and declamatory manner.

15.—Are we to consider this great orator aj not hav-

ing any defects 1

Wo are not. In most of his orations there is loo

much art. He seems often desirous of obtaing admira-

tion, rather than of operating conviction. He is some-

times, therefore, showy, rather ihra firm and solid ; and

diffuse where he ought lo ? urgent. His periods are al-

ways round and sonoious ; they cannot be accused of

monotony, for they pos.sess variety of cadence ; but from

too great fondne-s for magnificence, he is sometime*

deficient in strength. Though the services which he

performed for his country were very considerable,- yet

he is too much his own panegyrist. Ancien* manners,

which imposed fewer restraints on the side of decorum,

may in some degree excuse, but canni t entirely justify,

his vanity.

—

Blair.

16.—Are critics agreed upon the comparative merit

of Demobthenes and Cicero 1

They are not.

17.—Who las stnted their merits with justice and

perspicuity ? ^
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Fenelon, ihe celebrated Archbishop of Cambray,

and author of Telemachus.

18.—In what is his juJgment given 1

In his reflections on Rhetoric and Poetry. Thus he

says, " I do not hesitate to declare, that I think Demos-

thenes superior to Cicero. I am persuaded, no one can

adndre Cicero more than T do. * He adorns whatever.

he aitem])ts. He does honour to language. He dis-

poses of words in a manner peculiar to himself. His

style has groat variety of character. Whenever he

pleases, ho is even concise and vehement ; for instance,

against Cataline, against Verres, against Ar.thony. But

ornament is too visible in his writings. His art is won-

derful ; but it is perceived. When the orator is pro-

viding for the safety of the republic, he forgets not him-

self, nor permits others to forget him. Demosthenes

seems to escape from himself, and to see nothing but

his country. He seeks not elegance of expression ; un-

sought, he possesses it. He is superior to admiration.

He makes use of language, as a modest man does of

dreys, only to cover him. He thunders, he lightens.

He is a torrent, which carries every thing before it.

Wo cannot criticise, because we are not ourselves. His

subject enchains our attention, and makes us forget his
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language. We lose him from our sight ; Philip alone

occupies our minJs. I am delighted with both these

orators ; but 1 confess that I am less affected by the in-

finite art and magnificent eloquence of Cicero, than by

the rapid simplicity of Demosthenes."

19.—What gave rise to a new kind of eloquence in

the Roman Empire ?

The introduction of Cliristianity.

20.—lu modern time?, where should we expect to

find the true spirit of eloquem-e '?

In France and in Great Britain and Ireland.

21.—Why 1

Because of the disfingiiished turn of tlic inhabitants*

of France, and on account of the free government of

Great Britain and Ireland, in cnnnection with the liber-

al spirit and genius of the people.

22.—At the bar, what disadvantages have we, in

comparison with the ancients 1

Among the ancients the judges weie uncommonly

numerous ; and the laws were fea' and simple ; the de-

cision of causes was left, in a great measufe, to equity

and the sense of mankind. But at present, the system

of law is much more complicate I. The knowledge of

it is rendered so laborious, as to !)e llie stutly of a man's

life. Speaking, therefore, is only a secondary accom-

plishment, for which he has liltie leisure.

23.—In the eloquence of the pulpit, what is of great

disadvantange ? ^,
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The reading, instead of the preaching of sermons,

which though contrary to law, and to the great dis-

grace of the clergy, has almost universal!/ prevaded.

24'.—What is supposed to be the cause of this de-

fect ?

Hatred of sectaries and fanatics, whose teachers gen-

erally deliver exten^poraneous addresses, but perhapa

oftener from incapabihty of delivering an extemporan-

eous discourse, which always requires a profound know-

ledge of the subject.

FINIS.
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OPINION OF THE PRESS.
" The Rev. D. Falloon Hutchinson, of Belleville, is

about puhlisiiing a Rhetorical Catechism, which from
the specimen we have s^een, will doubtless be found a

very useful assistant to all who wish to stud}' the rules

and graces of composition, and attain the happy art of

expressing themselves with taste, elegance and pro-

priety. It is to "^be hoped that this little work will

meet with a kind reception from the public at large."

—

Toronto Patriot.

" New Publication.—The Eev. D. F. Hutchinson,
of Belleville, has placed in our hands •' A Rhetorical

Catechism," designed for the use of Academics and
Schools in general. It scorns to be carefully compiled.

After a thorough examination of it we have no hesita-

tion in saying, it will be of incalculable service to those

who desire to acquire an easy, elegant, and correct

style."— Cohourg Star.

Khetorical .Catechism.—After a thorough and
careful examination of this work, we are 'convinced that

tiiose who are seeking the advancement and welfare of

the rising generation, will feel grateful to the Reverend
gentleman for this literary production, and we cheerfully

recommend it to those who desire to acquaint them'

selves with the fundamental principles of Rhetoric, so

essential in good composition.

—

Belleville Intelligencer.

'^ K RiiEToncAL Catechism."—We have been

furnished by a friend in Belleville, with the above work.

Jt is published by Rev. D. F. Hutchinson, and has the

appearance, so far as we can judge, of being a very use-

ful work, especially to private learners.— Canada Chris-

tian Advocate.

Author's Note.—A number of very flattering notices by

i&ther Editors, could be added did space admit of it.
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